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"This action is intended to insure that the University's athletics programs are
clean, competitive, and in full compliance with all NCAA requirements,"
RAYMOND ARCHE~, Vice President for Student Affairs

,University Fires Women's
Basketball Head Coach
•

By 8 11ANOON M. BICKERSTAFF
SporisWeek Edi1or

Sanya Tyler, lhe Mid•Ea.~1ern Athletic Conference's mosl winningest coach. was fired
las1 week after 20 years at 1he helm of
Howard's women's baske1ball program.
Tyler's termination comes jusl weeks after
the NCAA wrapped up ilS investigation in10
Howard's sporis program and found tha1 Tyler
commilted unspecified infractions.
A Universily probe also found that Tyler
viola1ed school policy, but University officials
declined 10 say what violations were found.
NCAA officials said they will release the
details 10 their investigation in November.
Assistant coach Jeff Williams was also
fired, and senior Mona-Gail Baker was suspended from the 1eam indefinitely in wake of
the investigations.
•'fhis action is intended to insure that the
University's athletics programs are clean.
competitive, and in full compliance with all
NCAA requirements," Howard University
Vice President Raymond Archer said in a
statement concerning Tyler's firing.The University has not released any additional comments.
This is the latest in a string of firings 10
shake up the embanled sports departmen1.
This summer Hank Ford and Marilyn Johnson were relieved of their respective positions
as Athletics Director and Associate Athletics
director. Ford's contract. which expired over

Assembly Fails to
Approve HUSA's
Executive Budget
By J ENNIFER CU~IMINCS
Hilltop Srnff Writer
The General Assembly failed 10
\'Ole on 1he Howard University Srudent
Association"s 2000-2001 executive
budget for the second ume Wednesday.
Instead, Assembly members voted
to approve only the programming portion of the proposed budge1.
The $45,353 executive budget,
which would allow HUSA staff members to get paid, remained unapproved
due 10 quiel squabbling O\'er a series
of loans that HUSA borrowed over the
summer. The loans, which covered the
cos1 of running the HUSA office for
the summer, were no1 approved by 1he
Assembly.
Erick Watson, who is on the budget
oommiuee, said the General Assembly
did no1 discuss the executive budget
this week because HUSA did not provide documents outlining all the
money the office spent during 1he
summer.
"We did receive some documentation from them {HUSA). but we still
haven't been provided with everything.
We told them that we needed to see all
of 1heir summer spending information before approving their executive

the summer, was not renewed. Johnson was

Officials Hope New Lot Will Ease Parking Congestion

Gore Tackles Civil Rights,
Education Issues at Rally
Gore addressed a boisterous crowd
of 1.500 in Cmmton last week as he
wrapped up a week of campaigning
Vice President Al Gore renewed that promoted the education plank of
his commiument to Historically Bind: his pla1(orm for president.
A sea of red. white. ,md blue "Gore•
Colleges and Univeristies !,isl Friday
morning saying if elec1ed president he Lieber mnn 2000" signs flooded
would push for more '"direct fund~" for Howard University"s Cramton Auditorium early on Friday morning. With
HBCUs.
In his speech, which focused main- the ShoMime marching band in full
ly on increasing funding for grants swing. pompoms shaking in e.,cilement, an energetic Al Gore shook
Students React to Gore's Visit hands and wa\'ed to audience members
Please See A3 and A7
as he made his way 10 the podium.
Students sprung from their seals to
and lowering tuition 10 college, Gore catch a glimpse of the Vice President
addressed the weighty issues of civil as he passed through the crowd. With
rights, racial profiling and the Prince a booming voice controlling the bois•
terous crowd, the Vice Presidenl
Jones shooting.
After a 35-second moment of shomed, "Thank you, Howard Unisilence dedicated 10 Jones, Gore told versity."
Moments before 1he rally began,
the audience that "racial profiling must
studen1s pumped 1heir fists and
stop."
"Howard University, I feel your demanded in unison, "Just ice for
pain." Gore said. Bui he was careful Prince." The chant. reminiscent of las1
no1 10 poin1 any fingers in 1he shoo1- Wednesday's pro1es1 in front of the
ing 1ha1 is still being inves1iga1ed by Justice Oepartmen1, sounded and
Please See GORE. AJ
1he FBI.

By Jt,;NNtf'ER CUMMINGS
Hilltop Staff Writer

McKenzie Delivers Convocation Address Today
COMl'll,t:0 F110~1 S•fAFF REPORTS

Dodging the me1er maid has become routine
for Halima Cassells, a junior English major.
Periodically she sees !hem checking cars in the
back of 1he West Towers where she lives.
Au1oma1ically she jumps in her Pontiac

Grand Am and drives away. She is not always
in the right pince al the righl time though.
'·In the last 1,vo weeks, I've been ticketed four
1imes. totaling $105 and received one towing
threat." Cassells said.
Cassells is one of dozens of s1uden1s who vie
for parking spaces daily. Parking on and around
campus has become more of a problem wi1h the
cons1ruc1ion of
1he new heahh
sciences library.
The Office of
Parking
and
Shu11Ie Operations loss 500
parking spaces.
Now, wi1h additions 0010 existing lots, officials
look 10 offer
more parking
opt ions 10 students. "We're
about 80 perce111
back (since the
SeeA2
building of 1he
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budget." Watson said.
HUSPis agenda outlined a discussion of the execu1ive budget, bu1 Vice
President. Nikkole Salter said ii was
not discussed because 1he General
Assembly did 1101 go by HUSPis agenda.
"We had a printed agenda and Erick
brought his own," Salter said. "His
agenda lefl out the executive budget
and so we couldn't vo1e on ii today.•·
However, 1he General Assembly
unanimously approved the re-submit
Please See HUSA, A2

"The whole practice of racial profiling
must come to an end,"
AL GORE, Vice President of the United States

demoted to another position w11hin !he University.
Tyler's auorney Robert L. Bell said Tyler
received her termination lener al home on the
13th. Bell said 1he University will not alJow
'fyler 10 defend herself against charges made
against her and her staff. Bell described 1he
charges as "false, misleading. and incomplete." According to Bell. Tyler is filing a lawsuit ,1gains1 the University chnllenging her termination based upon a breach of Tyler"s
contract. Bell said in I997 1he former coach
Pho<o B) Mari. Cokman
signed a five-year con1rac1 which included a Sun)al)ler(ctnltr), rheMid-1-~ostem Alhletic Confe.rt•ncc·s 1'10\l \\inninJtest roac.h. "nsfirro lnsl ntek
clause allowing her 10 1ake an equnl paying af1er 20 )t.-O~ a11he helm of Uo\\ard's nomtn's basketball 1>r~ram.
position wilh the University if she were ever
ers were recruited om of high school by Tyler.
fired or if her contract were nol renewed.
"She recruited us," said junior forward/cenUniversity au1hori1ies declined 10 com•
ler Yella Enobakhare. "Our parents entru,1meal on the maner of Tyler's contract.
The inves1iga1ion that lead 10 'fyler's 1er- ed her with us. My first thought was, ·How
mina1ion was conducted by the National Col- could they rnke away our mother figure?"'
"At firs1 I was upse1;· says senior guard
legia1e Athletics Association. The association
Nicole
Jackson. "I fell they could have done
looked into Howard's men's and women's
1his
over
the summer."
basketball, swimming and baseball programs.
Nicole Jackson, a fourth year player who
The NCAA notified Howard last month thnt
i1 had found no major violations in 1he red shirted her freshman year, was also
women's basketball program. Tyler and Baker recruited by Tyler. "One of the firs1 things thal
both sat out of eMly practices last season in she taught me is that this is a business," says
accordance with NCAA sanctions for minor Jackson. "Yeah, I'm going 10 miss her, but she
infractions. The violations cited by the NCAA taught me to be strong and 10 be a fighter. She
wouldn"t wan1 us 10 just give up."
are scheduled 10 be released in November.
Tyler posted a record of 298-266 in her 20
The only coach remaining from Tyler's
Phoco By M:itk Coleman
year
coaching career at Howard, making her 111e University fl.red 'l)ler nrter an intenml imesli~
s1aff is Linda Spencer, who head coaches 1he
volleyball 1eam. Sources say Spencer will be the winninges1 conch in the Mid-Eastern i:,1tio11 prom pied by nn NCAA prob<.
named as interim head coach while a search A1lan1ic Conference for both men and
women. The Lady Bison ha,·e appeared in record during the 1999-2000 season which
is being conducted for a replacement.
three
NCAA tournaments in 1he Ias1 live sea- earned 1he team the conference's regular seaMany players found Tyler's termination
sons
under Tyler, including a 16-2 MEAC son championship.
hard to deal with. Most of the current play-

By JAMYE Sl'I U.►:11
Chief Copy Editor

Sellano Simmons,
HUSA Prcsidnel

CAMPUS
Operation Vote
Bison is once again
registering student
voters.

library)," said Omar Rushdan, manager of Parking and Shuttle Operations.
SmdenL~ have resorted drastic measures 10
avoid cosily parking tickets - e,-en parking in
fire lanes. "Parking in a fire lane is a huge hazard. If the city found oul, the University ,vould
be heavily fined," Rushdan said.
Campus parking lots have been expanded in
1he Banneker, 9th and V Sircels. Howard Center, and the East Towers parking 101s. The University is almost fmished building a 77 space
parking lot nexl 10 1he McDonald's store on
Georgia Ave. The new 101 replaced the storage
space owned by the University. The University
also added 13-15 space in back of lhe Eas1 Towers.
The University owns more than 3,000 spaces.
Rushdan said most of 1he new parking spots are
for students.
The new parking 101 will be helpful 10 people Chelsea Jones, a junior fashion merchandising major. By 1he lime she gelS off work from
her job m Northeast, 1here are no parking spaces.
so she parks her car on Sixth S1ree1 near the
Please See PARKING, B6

Rev. Dr. Vashti McKenzie. the first
female bishop in the African Methodist
Episcopal church, will deliver today's
keynote address for Howard Universily 's 133rd opening convocation in
Cramton Auditorium.
McKenzie, who was elected 10 her
current position in the church in July,
has strong ties to Howard. She received
her mas1er·s degree from 1he University. Her grandfather, Or. Carl J. Murphy, is also a Howard alumnus.
McKenzie is also the niece of former
newspaper publisher. editor. and former
Howard University professor, Frances
Murphy. McKenzie earned her bachelor's degree from the University of
Maryland and doc1oni1e of ministry
from United 1l1eological Seminary in
Dayton, Ohio.
She is also the grnnddaugh1er of one
of 1he founding members of Della
Sigma Theta Sorority Inc., for which
McKenzie is na1iona l chapla in.
McKenzie is 1he wife of former NBA

player. Stan McKeOLie and mother of
three. One of her daughters is currently a sophomore m the University,
Before she look on her new position,
McKenzie was an ordained itinerant
elder in the AME church. She currently serves as pastor of Payne Memorial AME church in Baltimore. The
membership has tripled 10 I .400 since
she became pa.,1or six years ago. Today,
the church supports 25 ministries.
Some of those ministries include,
!he Collective Banking Group of Baltimore, Vicinity Inc., which McKenzie
founded, and the intensive Job Service
Program, which provides services and
training 10 welfare recipienis preparing
to enter the work force.
Payne Memorial Outreach Inc. is
also one of the ministries. 11 includes
n S l.S million welfare-to-work initiative, $1.8 million human and economic development center. 30,000 sq. Ft.
office building, and a 567-s1uden1 Bal
Please See CONVOCATION, B6
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Campus
Voices&

Views
Should the University
pay for phone service in
the East and
West Towers?
"Yes, because you are
treated like it's a dorm
and phones are
included in the resl of
1he dorms,"
- Tanesha Wills,
School of Business,
Sophomore

"Yes, because it's a
dorm and all 01her
dorms have phone
services included,"
-Travis Milchell. Pre
Physical Therapy,
Sophomore

"Yes. there should
already be phone services in the Towers
because it's been an
inconvenience wailing
to get my phone
turned on this year,"
- Onira Sa11erwhi1e,
College of Ans and
Sciences, Junior

"h's a cost benefit
issue. Be.cause 1he
Towers house such a
diverse population, in
1ha1 there are graduate
s1uden1s. facul1y
members, along with
undergradua1e s1uden1s. Is i1 really real istic 10 reques1 1ha1
Howard be responsible for this reques1?
Living in the Towers
is a choice 1hat we all
made for ourselves,"
-Viana Rickeell,
School of Busines,
Junior
"Yes. they should pay
because phone services are included in
every 01her dorm,"
-DeKerry Davis,
College of Ans and
Sciences. Junior

-Compi/rd ~ · Km{u,r Ro:i,•

Fmm HUSA,

Al

•led programs budge1. af1er HUSA itemized their programs and cul the movie series in half.
With 1he main ponion of his budget approved.
HUSA president Sellano Simmons called the meeting
a ··succes~:·
"We did what we came 1oge1her 10 accomplish;'
Simmons said. "We made quorum and were able to
approve our programs budget."
Assembly members decided 10 assemble a budget
commillee . consisting of General Assembly members
and HUSA'S Financial Advisor. Lee Taggan. to revise
the budge! after a review of all money spent.
Afler their ,econd meeting on the two-part budget,
only lhe programs budget was received.
The emergency meeling weeks ago came mon1hs
after 1hc General Assembly was supposed 10 approve
the budge!, but failed 10 do so. During that meeling,
Assembly member, suspended voling on the ambiguous budget.
The A,scmbly will convene again on Oclober 4 in
an emergency meeting. The execulive budget, organiza1ional funding, and s1uden1 concerns are the agenda
for 1ha1 mce1ing.

.

.

Some Residents Still Without Phone Service
By THELISIIA A. WOODS
Hilltop Staff Writer
ll's four weeks in10 1he
school and some s1uden1s
in the Howard Plaza Towers slill do not have telephones.
"My cell phone bi 11 is
going 10 be ex1 remely
high," said Andrea Foster a
sophomore 1elevision produc1ion major, "Nol having
a phone has really made ii
hard trying lo apply for
jobs because you need to
be able lo make business
calls and a cell phone isn't
always good for that"
A high volume offirsl time
cuslomers, required repairs
10 existing phones lines.
and backlog customers

from lhe Verizon Communications labor slrike,
which ended in August,
has lefl s1uden1s in 1he dark
for weeks.
Some studenls say they
were told ~y Verizon the
earliest they could receive
phone service is October.
"Most of 1he phones are oo
the East towers . bu1 the
West building is still lagging behind." said Larry
Frelow, property manager
of HPT. "Afler the strike
we were expecling a team
of people 10 come in and
provide telephone service
bul 1ha1didn't happen. II is
an1icipa1ed 1ha1 by midOctober though, tha1
everyone who put in a
request for a phone should

have one."
S1uden1s say the missing
phones have made their
compu1ers obsole1e, 1hcir
caller !D's worthless. and
lheir cordless phones a
waste of money.
The phone problem has
made ii hard for students 10
communica1e wi1h family
members, s1uden1s say.
"I am an in1ema1ional s1uden1 so I want 10 keep in
touch with my family," said
seni or civi l engineering
major Gregory Lawrence,
''Trying 10 use the (pay)
phone in the dom1s is hard
because 1here is always a
line and o ne usually
doesn'I gel lhrough un1il
midnigh1."
Studenls say Howa rd

shou ld provide residcnls iden1ial phones.'' he said.
with a phoneline.
HPT is owned by Howard
" I think 1ha1 1he Towers but the upper-classmcn colike 01her dorms should ed dormi1ory is priva1ely
have a formal contract wi1h ran.
Verizon or some company Execu1ive Vice Presiden1
so th,11 lhe phone line and Chief Opera1ion Offiwould already be in 1he cer Thomas Ellzay could
rooms;· said junior fash- not be reached for comion merchandising major men1.
Sandra Barrell. "Thal way S1uden1s say they might be
when students gel 1here willing 10 pay the extra fees
lhey can already have a if ii means phone service
number in their room when they arrive at 2251
ralher than having 10 have Sherman Avenue in
1he phone company come August.
ou1 an insiall a number:·
·"II all depends on exac1ly
But insrnlling phone lines how much bul I 1hink I
in Towers might be easier would pay," said Jonathan
,a id then done, Frelow Germain, a junior chemical
said.
engineering major. " II real"'The 1elephone sys1em in ly is a pain (no phone serthe Towers is 1reated'a, res- vice) because I have lo

walk 10 1hc lab 10 use 1he
lnlemet and ii is really hard
for my family 10 keep in
1ouch."
Freelow said there could
be an answer 10 s1uden1s
problems.
"On ca mpu s maybe
through 1elecommunica1ion there could be a
"'house phone" with an
806 number where , 1uden1s cou ld go 10 make
local calls for free;· said
Frelow. "However the
office of residence life or
the Towers would have 10
request 1ha1."

'

Early Morning Bomb
Threat Evacuates
Bethune Annex Dorm
A bomb threa1 forced residen1s in 1he Bethune Annex to
evacuate their dorm early Saturday morning. Campus
Police said.
Campus and Metropolilan Police swept 1he dorm wi1h
bomb dogs a1 5 a.m. as residen1s filed oul into the dormitory's parking 101.
Au1horilies did not say if a bomb was found in the building or if lhey knew who made 1he anonymous phone call
to 1ip off police.
Rather 1han being awakened by fire alarms, Residen1
Assis1ants and the Campus Police knocked on doors 10
awaken s1uden1s. Some residen1s were not awakened until
much la1er than most. while olhers were nol awakened al
all.
"I didn't know anything had happened unlil brunch, the
next morning.'' said one resident who declined 10 give her
name. "I slep1 right through the whole 1hing:·
After exiling the building. residen1s wailed across the
s1rce1 in 1he parking 101 for approxima1ely one hour. then
were moved 10 the School of Communica1ions Building.
Students waited in a hallway in 1he building for 1wo hours
as police con1inued 1heir sweep of 1he building.
Most s1uden1s said 1hey were displeased wi1h the way residents werr n otified of the averted eris.is.

"I don '1 apprecia1e 1he alarms not going off." said sophomore Sheena Arring1on. "At five in the morning. you don·1
expect anyone 10 be knocking on your door. so you will be
hesi1an1 10 answer. And a15:00 in lhe morning. knocking
on someone's door is an ineffec1ive way 10 broadcast an
emergency anyway:·
Sophomore Ava Marie Walston also expressed concern
over this si1ua1ion. "In a si1ua1ion like this. lime is not 1he
issue, life is. We should have been bener ~nfom1ed abou1
1his emergency:·
- Kat/rari11e Carter

Campus Digest
W-h-e-e-J o-r f:o:r-t-u-n-e!

Howard Universily studen1s will have an opportunity
to compete for cash and prizes when producers from the
"Wheel of Fonune" visi1 the Howard campus 10 audition s1udents interested in appearing on the popular television game show.
Auditions will be held on Tuesday, September 26,
from 11 a.m. un1il 2 p.m. a1 Cram1on Auditorium. Regislration begins at IO a.m. in the Cram1on Auditorium
lobby. Participallls must have a valid Howard University Capslone card. For additional inforrna1ioo, con1ac1
the Howard University Office of S1uden1 Affairs at (202)
806-7000.

Summer Internships
The Ronald E. McNair Post Baccalaurea1e Achievement Program is offering research opportunities in all
undergraduate majors. This six week summer research
experience offers plenty of benefits: a stipend of$2,700.
published research, summer room and board, workshops, meoloriog, ORE training. social and cultural
events. TI1e eligibility requirements include at least 60
credits by the end of the fall semesler, plans to pursue
a Ph.D. degree, minimum 3.0 GPA, and a U.S. citizen
or permanent resident. Call 202-806-4708 for more
information.

Photo By Karleen Roy
Members of NAACP h1,...,p('(I ft'Jtiscer s1·ude-nt1t to \ QtC ai, part of the Operation \ Ote 8i.'}C)f] ,oe:er l"'t'jtl~lral.kl,n drh e l(Ut " eek.

Operation Vote Bison, NMCP
Continue to Register New Voters
By Gu::-.-. FRIZF.1.1.
Hi Ihop Siaffwriter

..\.Ve really arc rhc ftu:i/it~1tors in rh,.~ progrnm." Kenyra

Univer,i1y organizations arc on a lnM minute pu,h 10
regi,1cr s1uden1s 10 vo1e before 1he November presiden•
1ial clcc1ions.
The Howard Chapter of 1he 'National Associa1ion for
1he Advancemen1 of Colored People (NAACP). 1he
Howard Univer,i1y S1udcn1 Association (HUSA). and
Omega Psi Phi Fraternity Inc. are in 1he mid,1 of Opcr•
alion Vole Bison. a , iudent campaign 10 regl\ler vt)lers.
So far. Vole Bison ha, , igned up about 750 new vo1cr,.
abou1400 more 1han the original goal.
"I must admi1 1hm I was surprised by 1he level of disregard by HU slUdcnts concerning poli1ical issues when
I fim came 10 Howard:· said S1ephanie Brown, prcsiclen1
of 1he Howard Chapter of 1he NAACP . "However. this
year 1here is change in 1he air. This is our leaming year.
The level of consciou,ness has been ,parked. Af1er the
clec1ion. s1udenis wi II follow up 10 make sure 1ha1 whoever is elec1ed lives up 10 1heir original campaign issues:·
Aeling in accordance with a federal manda1c law 1ha1
requires Howard lo provide s1udenl< wi1h rcgis1ra1ion
sites. Vote Bison·s presence on campus ha, made 1he
vo1er registration process a 101 easier for some.
1iny regis1ra1ion forms dolled 1:1ble; in 1he Blackbum
Gallery Lounge awaiting lhe informa1io11 of s1uden1s.
The forms asked for name, address. and phone number.
The process was easy. In less 1han 1wo minu1es, a s1uden1 could be regis1crcd 10 vote for 1he upcoming
November elec1ion.

Rankin, press and publicily direclor of NAACP. said.
"Vote Bison sia.n , 1hing, off by providing the oppon uni1y for sludenis 10 register 1hemselves, but the student
mu,1 complete the process by vo1ing on election day."
Given 1ha1 in the past Howard's student body has been
openly cri1icizcd for its vibranl social atmosphere verses a quie1 poli1ical voice. some migh1 wonder abou1 the
longevity of Howard ·, current poli1ical involvement.
HUSA Community Outreach Direc1or, J\'orkia Baker,
suggests crealing a Howard poli1ical platform with issues
1ha1 direc1ly affect the students.
"It's up 10 us 10 use this awareness and creme our own
voice. incorporn1ing issues such
as racial profiling. and aflirma1ivc ac1ion :· she said . ..
II doesn·1 slop a1 lhe voling poll booth. That's only the
beginni ng."
Vole Bison will cominue 10 provide regis1ra1ion iables
in Blackbum for lhe next couple of weeks as well as add
addi1ional 1:1bles in 1he various dorms and on the yard.
Marcus Gri ffin, freshman finance major. encourages
panicipa1ion in Vole Bi son.
"Everyone ,hould want 10 vo1e for some1hing." he said.
" If no11he presidential elec1ion. than for 1heir local rep•
resentmives:· said Griffin. "h's about csiablishing a
knowledgeable voice and using Ihm power 10 change
policies that affec1 us direc11y:·
As for s1uden1s who don'1care 10 exercise 1heir voice
on elec1ion day, Baker offers some.ldvicc. "If you don'I
vole. 1hen don't complain:·

WIN THIS BUS!
Play the Airborne College Trivia Game!

You could win an actual
Gigantic Vintage 1964
Crown School Bus!

Howard Unjyersity Community Choir

~-- -

The Howard University Community Choir will presen1
a Back To School Joy Night Service tonight al 7:30 p.m.
in Rankin Chapel.

Zetas to Hold Blood Drive

The blood drive sponsored by Zeta Phi Beta Inc.
Sorority and is laking place in the Blackburn Reading
Room. on Friday September 29, from 12:30- 3:30 p.m.
All walk-ins are welcome. A photo ID is required.
Donors receive a free Lifestyle Profile. For questions,
call Washington Hospital Center Blood Donor Services at (202) 877-5250.

Jclickme
Jusl browse your school paper every week from Sept. 29th to Dec 8th.
Or visit AirborneHoalth.com
,
,
,
and look for ads like this. - . ,
Then decode the popular reference from movies, T.V.
and current events. The person who gets the most
references wins the vintage 80 seat School BUS.

H.Q W? :

EXAMPLE: "Marcia. Marcia, Marcia" refers to what??
If you said, 'The Space Shutlle' you'd be WRONGG.
Of course. You watched TV your whole life, and know it's THE BRADY BUNCH II AllrJghll! And
remember, some of this trivia is VERY obscure, so put your thinking caps onll

SHmu)ate your Mind, Body and Soul
Develop your mind. body, and spiril with a yoga mas•
ter in a len week class made available for the Howard
studem by Ubiquity Incorporated.
The yoga classes will be held every Wednesday at g
p.m. in the Bethune Annex Seminar room. For more
information, call (202) 777-2643 or e-mail
ubiqui1yinc@onebox.com.

♦♦♦ +

Rl~AO 1l'RE Sl\'1ALL PRlNT

♦♦♦♦

Go to www.AirborneHealth.com and check out how lo play. And remember, have a nice dayll

•

---------------------------~-----------.
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Students Fear Degrees Could Be Useless
Probation Status Causes Dismay in Physical Therapy Department
By N1QUANOA BROWN
Hilltop S1aff Writer

Christopher Windham

Why Did We Let
Gore Use Us?.
id anybody see those
ridiculous
campaign
posters and buttons 1hat
read "African Americans for
Gore/Lieberman 2000" at last Friday's speech by Vice President Al
Gore?
Did anybody see the chairs filled
)'lith our s1uden1 leaders. lined conveniently behind Gore?
Did anybody see Howard get
"pimped" by 1he man who is vying
to be the next president of the United Sia1cs?
The speech at Cramton Auditorium
was supposed 10 run smoothly. You
know, the 1ypical September campaign speech filled with promises
and programs. Bui when offended
students siar1ed folding back the
word "African'' which ran across the
top of 1he cardboard poster, the Gore
campaign suffered a major drop in its
approval rating.
Come on Donna Brazil (Gore's
campaign manager), or whomever
gave lhe go-ahead 10 1ha1 ingenious
idea. did you really think Howard
s1udents would lei you use 1hem like
a fishing rod to pull in African-American voters?
h is absurd to think 1ha1 such a
pos1er would no1 offend studen1s a1
a school that bred the likes of Stokely Carmichael and Malik Shabazz.
Why can't we just be "Americans
for Gore?"
I wonder how students at predomina1ely while Georgetown University would react to a poster 1ha1 read
HWhi1es for Gore/Liebem1an 2000?"
What if Gore spoke to a crowd of
Asian s1udents? Would his campaign
dish out cardboard posters that had
"Asians for Gore/Lieberman 2000"
scribbled on the front•
Wha1 was his point?
Some s1udents said 1hcy have never
been so offended. Some refused 10
accept the placards. And 01hers
ripped the po,1cr 10 shreds in quiet
protes1.
Still others, like myself. saved 1he
posters as a reminder of the old
cliche: The more things change. the
more they stay the same.
Think back 1wo months ago to the
Republican Na1ional Convention.
R&B singers Chaka Khan. Brian
McKnigh1. and Re1ired US Geneml
Colin Powell were all 1here. Bm what
were 1hey doing in Philadelphia'/
Rcpresen1ing? No. 1hey were getting
used.
Jus1 as 1hose well-renowned

D

celebri1ies were used by the Republicans, Howard students go1 used by
the Democrais.
Members from a few of Howard's
Greek lenered organizations. our student body president and our undergraduate 1rustee all sat on stage wi1h
Gore. I guess 1he Gore campaign
wanted America 10 1um on their television sets Friday nigh1 and see Gore
endorsed by a few of black America ·s
young elite.
Bui maybe I'm jumping 1he gun a
little bit
Gore did speak abou1 his plans 10
make higher education more affordable. And he did ask for a moment of
silence for Howard studen1 Prince
Jones who died from gunshot
wounds innic1ed by an undercover
police officer Sep1ember I.
He also spoke wi1h charisma. He
even added some humor. When an
audience member yelled "preach"
during Gore's speech he followed
with a "weeelllll." showing 1hat he is
familiar with the stereo1ypical call
and response of a black church. The
gesmre drew laughs from mos1 of 1he
audience, including myself.
But no matter how en1eriaining
Gore's speech was. I couldn'1 ge1
over 1he posters that were posted
everywhere.
I couldn't get over our student leaders smiling and giggling on siage.
while a presidemial candidate used
1hem like rain uses the clouds.
So there you have it: One entertaining speech. one offensive poster
and hundreds of insulted students.
I will never forge1 how 1he Gore
campaign came and tried 10 take
advantage of our s111den1s. But if
Gore covers his ,racks, I might be
able to forgive him.
He can start by destroyingall 1hosc
1as1eless posters. Then. at 1he next
speech he delivers 10 a predominan1ly black audience. Gore should hand
om campaign pos1ers 1ha1 simply
read "Americans for Gore/Lieberman 2000"- you know. 1he pos1ers
thm are dis1ribu1ed a1 all his speeches.
And finally, Gore can end 1his mess
by saying 1wo simple words: I'm
sorry.
Chrisroplter Windham is a so11l11>•
more print journalism major anti
Campus ediror for Tlte Hillrop.
He ca,1 be reaclted via e-mail ar:
cit ristopltenvindham@lwrmai /. com

Gore Campaigns at Howard
From GORE, Al

spread quickly throughout the room. Gore's firs1 statement was a request for
silent reflection.
"I do know how much grieving is underway because of Prince Jones:· he
said. 'The whole practice of racial profiling must come to an end," he said,
"It's noaccidenl that I am here," affirmed Gore. ''This university is an important institution in the history of our na1ion. Imagine what our world would
be like without the service of Howard University graduates. Imagine what
our world would be like wi1hout Historically Black Colleges and Universities." he said.
Last week, Gore's 1own hall meetings dealt wi1h education.
"New approaches. new resources. professional developmen1, smart and
smaller classes. new ideas. We need 1hese things 10 bring abou1 revolutionary change;· Gore said. En1husias1ically Gore shouied , "Ecluca1ion, education, education' h has 10 be 1hc priority for this genera1ion."
The crowd cheered as he discussed making college 1ui1ion 1ax deductible,
creating more work study and S1afford loans. Gore then addressed the students having irouble with paying back college loans.
"It's n0I enough 10 rely on loans. S1uden1s are graduating wi1h the equivalent of a mortgage wi1ho111a home," said Gore. "We as a nation have to realize tha1 idealism of young college gradua1es is important. But students canno1 freely u1ilize their idealism while trying 10 pay loans:·
Well informed and well prepared siuden1s made their concerns known,
Posters and signs dtal read "Employmem Non-Discrimination." "No Predatory Lending," "Health care Funding Reform," and ''Economic Development"
lined 1he 1op of 1he audi1orium. If elec1ed Gore said his first order of business will be to co-sign a na1ional ha1e crime law 1hat will make ha1e crimes
on 1he basis of religion. race. sexual orientation, and gender illegal. He also
addressed affirmative action, a vote in Congress for DC residents. a $10.000
signing bonus for new 1eachers. and an accoun1ability for education, Gore
shared other goals for his term.
"We need cheaper prescriptions, more empowern1em zones. a cleaner environment and a higher minimum wage. It's time to make America what it
should be." he said.
Voling among the younger generation was another of Gore's main topics
of discussion. "While your generation is the most active in US history, there
is still lower and lower participation in our democracy:· Gore said. "Cynicism, disaffection, and civil lethargy are the enemies of progress. bu1 I don't
feel those 1hings from this group, I don't feel 1hese things on this campus."
"I though1 his speech was pretty effective and he addresse-1 a 101of important issues, but more 1han 1ha1. he spoke 10 us like we were on the same level.
His personality really showed and 1hat's important," said sophomore Marie
Dale.

Travis Mi1chell, a sophomore preprofessional physical thempy major,
is going back home to New Orleans
next semes1er because she fears her
degree migh1 be worthless afler she
gradual es.
Mitchell, like other physical therapy majors, received a lener over the
summer stating that 1he program
was on probation that could last a
maximum of two years.
This means thal Mi1chell and ocher
students' degree, will not have 1heir
required accreditation if 1he Physical Therapy Department fails 10 pull
itself off proba1ion by 2002.
"I am goi ng 10 another school
because I do no1 wan1 10 take a risk,"

she said. ·•1 would ra1her go 10 a
school where my prerequisi1es will
count for something,"
The department was pul on proba1 ion by the Commission on
Accreditaiion in Physical Therapy
(CAPT) in November. 1999 because
i1 did not meet curriculum, financ;al
and facility requiremen1s sel by the
commission.
"The Commission on Accreditation in Physical Therapy cssen1ially had certain criteria thal we did•no1
fully mec1," said Bernadette Manuel,
interim assisrnn1 chair of the physical therapy deparunent. "At 1his
point we are still accredited,"
Manuel said commission officials
were no1 pleased wi1h the department's curriculum design. The commission said that the Physical Tuer-
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apy department needs more classrooms and laboratory space for s1uden1s. The department also fell short
on faculty · members and did 1101
have an adequate financial budge1,
officials said.
A officials a1 CAPT declined _10
commit.
Despite this dismal news. Manuel
insis1s that the program will meel
CAJYI' requirements soon.
"We have done an exceptional
job.'' she said. "We had to go to
adminis1ra1ion for an increase in our
budget and 1hey have been so helpful, proving tha1 we have adminis1rative support. They have increased
our budget and alloca1ed new space
for us in the Heallh Sciences
Library. We also have 1wo new
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Photo B) Bmndon A. Millet
Jeff \\'alsh•Rooch. a.k.a. "Pcrrrt10," hopes to keep hi~ title ~b ~uprr-me rapper in the Verbal Arma~t'ddon rap <'Ompetition.

Verbal Armageddon Champion
Eager to Defend Lyrical Crown
By BRANDON A. l\111. LER
Hilltop S1aff Wri1er
Everything is preny much 1hc
sal]le in the life of Jeff WabhRoach. a.k.a. "Perfec10:· exccp1
one major thing: he has a title
1ha1 he doesn·1 plan 10 give up
anytime soon.
A year removed from his 1riumphan1 vic1ory at Verba l
Armageddon. a popular campu,
ama1eur rap compe1ition. Walsh•
Roach is s1ill 1rying to make hi,
unique rap lyrics perfect.
"I have 10 change my style:·
said 1he Los Angele,, Calif,
native. "MC's are expecting to
hear the same kind of rhymes
they heard las1 year. But I wan1
to surprise everyone."
Walsh-Roach. a senior Human
Developmenl major, wi ll com•
pc1c againsl some of Howard's
mos1 1ale111ed amateur lyricists
when 1he firs1 round of Verbal
Annageddon hits campus next
week.
Walsh-Roach realizes that this
year's competi1ion could be more
fierce 1han I999's event Crowd
favorites such as "K-Ruckus,"
" ICON," and "Shock-C" will all
be looki ng 10 knock WalshRoach off his 1hrone. But he says
he can handle the challenges that
come wi1h the 1i1le.

Walsh-Roach's music can be
heard in various parts of 1he
country.
He is 1he au1hor of two under•
ground nip albums which he ,ells
himself
H1, firs1 album. "When Hell
Froze Over" was released when
he was a freshman. Walsh-Roach
,aid 1he album is "raw and wild.
1hai's where I was in life." He
relea,cd his SOP.homore album
"There's a S1ory Behind Evcry1hing:· a couple years la1er. His
1hird album. "Organic Com•
pounds" in which Walsh-Roach
said will in1ertwrnc the Myles of
his firs1 two albums is due out in
Oc1ober.
W11h musical influences such
as rap ar1is1 Mo, Def. dead prez
and the underground sensation
Blackalicious, whose music is
often described a, posi1ive or
thought provoking. Walsh-Roach
said he isn't 100 fond of the rap
lyrics of many mainsiream rappers.
"JI.IC', don·1 see themselves as
musicians:· Walsh-Roach said.
''They don't see it as an art. They
don't see themselves a, a James
Brown or a Michael Jackson.
Most of them :u-e jus1 concerned
aboUI here and now. I wan1 10
influence people and cleva1e
society's consciousness:·

"Last year I 1hough1 i1 was kind
of easy." he said. "BUI. 1his year
I know I' II have my work cul out
for me,"
Walsh-Roach swirled into 1he
1ournament fasi year as an virtual unknown. BUI by the end of
1he compc1i1io11, he had students
rcci1ing his lyrics.
"/ comm1111icare h'ilh imelli•

gem mind.V

cltnose ro .uraig/,r .spir /Jenel'i>·
/em rhymeJ/
due to fake .<•*1. irrele,·at1ce
fi11d.v
irself "-' rht 1,rima0· ,ry/d
quid; wealth IWS 1\'(>Ur mfod
\'fr)'/011/,"

were lyrics 1hm Wabh-Roach
used ,is a le1ha l -veapon to
destroy his opponems in last
Oc1ober'< even1.
Wahh-Roach credits his viclory to parl lyrical skills. pan
prepara1ion.
"I siudied pas1 Verba l
Annagcddon 1apes and 01her ba11les:· he ,aid. "I didn't bea1
myself la,1 year and 1ha1's why I
think I won."
In addition to his in1ense mental prepara1ion Walsh-Roach has
created a plan tha1 he said will
allow him 10 prevail again.
"I want 10 mas1er coss:· he
said ... COSS is Con1en1. Delivery. S1yle and S1ruc1ure."

classrooms and a lab room."
The department has also hired new
faculty members. But 1here are still
vacant slo1s for a depar1men1 chair
and senior facuhy member,,, which
are both CAPT requircmen1s.
Manuel said.
Physical Therapy is the study and
1rea1men1 of the physical dysfunctions of the cardiovascular, musculoskele1al. pulmonary and neuromuscular sys1ems which deals with
the prevention of disability, the relief
of pa.in. and 1he restoration of physical movement. The Physical Therapy program includes a six-year program. a three year pre-professional
phase and a three-year professional
phase. all leading 10 a Master's
degree in Physical Therapy.

Problems with The Cafe
A rash of smden1concerns over the conditions of Blackbum S1udent Cenler's cafeteria
service, 1he Howard University Student Association hosted a town hall meeting on Wednesday.
Fif1y smdents. invi1ed by HUSA leaders. me1
with representatives from Marrion-Sodexho.the
company who operates 1he cafe, to voice their
concerns. Among many of 1he issues raised
were long lines, saniiation. customer service.
and food quali1y. This forum allowed students
to openly express 10 cafeteria officials their specific concerns with HUSA serving as the moderator.
This town hall mee1ing is just one in a series
of HUSA sponsored efforts 10 provide stu•
den1s the proper forum 10 discuss their problems and concerns.
'These 1own hall meetings allow students 10
say whai's on their minds." said HUSA President Sellano Simmons.
Another 1own hall meeling focusing on housing is to 1ake place Monday, September 25.
These small mee1ings are leading up 10 HUSA's
larger town hall mce1ing. scheduled for Tuesday. September 26 a1 7 p.m. in the School of
Business Auditorium with President Swygert.
HUSA Continues 10 Pursue
., "Justice for Prince"

HUSA is continuing efforts 10 bring wha1 they
call "justice for Prince(Jones)".
Following a rally on the steps of Douglass
Hall, a protest at the Justice Department, and
a memorial service for Jones at Andrew Rankin
Memorial Chapel last week. HUSA President
Sellano Simmons met with Prince Georges
County ExecuiiveWayne Curry.
Simmons took 10 the meeting a petition signed
by more than 1,200 Howard students and concerned citizens. The mandate reques1ed that
Prince Georges County police officer Carlton
Jones be tried and convicted for the murder of
Jones. Along wilh that came a request for monc1ary compensation for the family of the
deceased, the resignaiion of Prince Georges
Coun1y Police Chief, John S. Farrell. and the
overall review of 1he Prince Georges County
police forct.
"I, along with Dr. Rod Green of the Howard
University Cen1cr for Urban Progress, visi1ed
County Executive Curry 10 txpress our concern
and presem him with 1he manda1e, said Sin1mons.
Simmons also reques1cd that Curry visit
Howard University to reassure student~ that
action was being taken. He declined the inviiation.
-Compiled by Je1111iftr Cummings

A C,\LL FOR l.l;lTERS

Letters to
Prince
Do you have a fond
memory of Prince Jones
1hat you wan1 to share
with s1uden1s?
Is 1here an inspim1ional
message tha1 you want
10 send the Jones family?
What about a picture of
Jones 1ha1 brings a smile
10 your face?
You can submi1 poems.
letters, memories you
had of Prince. and pictures.
Submit all entri es to
Chris Windham at the
Hilltop Office located on
the Wes1 Towers P-level.
or send e-mail to: 1hehilltop@hotmail .com.
Eniries must be submitted by Monday, Sep1ember 25.
Letters will published
Friday. September 29.
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S ummer Interns
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Ca reer Fair
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B l ackbu r n C ante r B allroom
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Come explore your career options @ Chase
You are invited to join us.
Chose Corporate Presentation
Howard University
Student Lounge of School of Business

Speakers Bureau
Tuesday, October 3rd
6 PM- 7 PM
Visit Chase at the
Howard University
Career Fair

Student Union Center
Wednesday, October 4th
9AM to 4 PM

You don't just want a job. You want to make a difference.
And the best way to do it ·is to start building relationships
with the right people right away. The kind of people
you'll find at Chase. People who meet every challenge
with energy and enthusiasm. People who encourage
innovative thinking and new ideas. People who succeed
by building strong partnerships. If this sounds li ke the
kind of team you want to be part of, you owe it to yourself
to check out the opportunities we have at Chase. Chances
are we've got a career path that's right for you.

To be considered for Chase career

opportunities, students should register
with their on-campus Career Services Office.

\_ www . chase.com/on-campus)
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City Briefs.e,.
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Umoja: A Party on the Rise

•
By JOI RtOLt,Y
Hilltop Staff writer

Metro Station Opened in PG County
The Prince Gcorgc·s Coun1y Mc1ro Slop on the Green line will
open ahead of schedule.
The slation, originally scheduled 10 open Jan. 20. will now open on
Jan. 13. The new opening will be in time for the Presidential inauguration. This new stop will serve as 1ranspona1ion for PG county residents
coming into 1he District for the even!.
The Melro has been subjcc1 to icchnical problems over the past few
months. Broken down escalalors have been a huge problem.
Melro officials say !he problems may have something 10 do wi1h pay.
The Dis1ric1·s pay for escalator workers is the lowe,1 in !he country.
M. L. King Jr. Memorial Picked
A national competilion to design a memorial for Civil Righls
leader. Marlin Lulher King. yielded greal results and a winning enlry.
Bons Dramov and Bonnie Fisher, of San Francisco's ROMA Design
Group. designed the memorial which was unveiled on Sept. 13.
The memorial, chosen from 850 entries, will face the NE Tidal Basin
on the Mal I. A long. high "water watr· of stone panels will feaiure
engraved quotes taken from Dr. King's speeches.
The memorial will sit only feet from where Dr. King made his famou,.
··1 have a dream·· speech in 1963. A comple1ion date has not been
announced.

Gandhi Statue Unveiled
A stalue of Mahatma Gandhi was unveiled by President Clinton and
Indian Prime Minister Atal Bihari Vajpayee on Sep!. 16.
The statue. sianding just under nine feet. is across from of the Indian
Embassy on Massachuseus Ave. NW. It faces north toward the Bri1bh
embassy. located a mile away.
The 16 ton st:llue is constructed of granite from India.
Clinton said the statue is imponam because it s.~utes civil disobedience and Gandhi's affec1 on America.
--Gandhi provided the inspiration to Manin Luther King. Jr.• which
spread 10 the civil righ1s movement and brought integrity to the democratic ideal,'" Clin1011 said at the unveiling.
Engraved a1 rhc bouom of the statue is a message that reads, --My Life
Is My Message."
St. Augustine Picnic Scheduled
St. Augu,1ine Catholic Church will sponsor a Parish Picnic on Sunday. September 24. 2000. from 11 am to 5 pm at Malcolt11 X-Mcridian
Hill Park.
Church officials hope the picnic will unite members of the church community. They also wish 10 auract new membership from the Meridian
Hill area.
There will be food. games and activities for all ages.
Donations are welcomed, and they can be brough1 or sent 10 1419 V
Street (off of 15th Street.) Volunteers can sign up the day of the picnic
between 9:30 am and 11 am.
St. Augusrine Church and ils members urge everyone Io participnte
regardless of denomination.
·•Compilt·cl l>y lmm.·11 8. A11dn\,JU
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hen freshman political science major.
Simone Hylton heard of the Umoja
pany, she had no idea what it was. In
fact, Hyl1on said she had never heard of the political pany.
Hylton's response is 1101 unusual, as few know
what the Umoja party is or what rhey stand for.
But party members hope that will change during
this year's elections.
The pany has never won any major electoral
positions. but ii endorses 1wo candid:11es in this
years general clec1ions 10 take place Nov. 7.
Mark Thompson. a Howard .ilum. wi ll run for a
city council posiiion, and Kalonji T. Olusegun will
nm for Shadow Representative. 801h of these individuals are under the Umoja tickel.
The pany. named after rhe Swahili word. meaning "unity," focuses heavily on the Shaw-Howard
community. The Umoja platfonn suppons uplifling the black community and helping the District
gain stalehood.
Louanner Peters. a Umoja party represen1a1ive.
said one of !he pany's main goals i, to gain state•
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By LAURE~ B. ANDERSON
Ci1y Editor
Tho11sm1ds ofA111erica11s ha,,e followed rheJara/
shooti11g of Howard sr11de111, Prince Jones 011 Sepr.
I. Day by day. heft' are rhe erems marking each
step along rite ,my 10 hopeful jusrice for Prince
Jo11es.

Sept. 1- A Howard student. Prince Jone, shot to
death by Prince George County. Maryland Police
Officer.
September 2- PG County police office gives no
infonnation on Ihe Prince Jones shooting.
September 3- PG County aurhorities identify
officer as Carlton B. Jones. PG County police
depanment continues 10 comment on incident.
Coun records show Carlton Jones had a previous
record of assault.
September 4- Fairfax Supervisor Penolope H.
Gross (0- Mason) said ,he is ··outraged"' at news
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(D) in November.
Olusegun. 70. may be the pany·s saving gn1ce.
as he has not been convic1ed of any criminal activity.
A graduate of Lincoln University (MO). Olusegun is a retired social service adminislrator.
Olusegun said 1hc ideas of borh himself and
Thompson. appeal to voters whose chief concerns
arc "self de1ennina1ion for the city."
Olusegun plans to suppon the Universi1y of the
District of Columbia and makes a commi1men1 nor
to "trim government at the expense of the poor and
powerless:·
Both Thompson and Olusegun said they plan 10
work with their community and take an active role
in its progression.
"I have been active in progressive movemenL~ for
the ad,ancement of the poor and disenfranchised
people of DC." Olusegun said in a previously
released statement. "I am old enough to have
observed the dehumanizing trend of a decaying
society for which this counlry slands:·

of slaying. No funher inforn1ation was released.
September 5-PG Counry police department
releases Carlton Jone, side of the shooting incident. Jones said he followed Prince Jones because
he believed the car was previously involved in a
1hefl. Officer said Jones rammed his SUV 2x's.
September 6- No funher infonnation released.
September 7- No funher information released.
September 8- Jones· family anomey said the 45
degree angle Prince Jones was shot at indicates
Jones was driving away from Officer Jones. A private aumpsy repon released "seems to contradicr
police statements:·
Septemller 9- Virginia Commonwealth Anomey
Robert F. Horan said broken glass from the rear
window of Prince Jones· car indicates a consistency with the officer's claim.
September 10- Al Sharpton met with Prince
Jones' family. Sharpton said the case must be
~'tosecuted.
September JI• No funher infonnation released.
September 12- No funher infonnalion relea,ed.

September 13- Fairfax County prosecutor confirms Carlton Jones· sequence of events. Horan
said he will soon decide whether to prosecule.
Howard students prolest along wilh family at the
Justice Depanment.
September 14- Fairfax residents speak out asking why local religious and political leaders have
been silent. Howard Universiry students pro!cSI on
yard.
September JS- Vice President Gore bows head
in moment of :,ilence for Jones at hi, scheduled
visit IO Howard University.
September 16- No funher infonnation released.
September 17- No funher informa1ion released.
September 18- Commonwealth Attorney Roben
Horan continues to decide whether he wi ll prosecute Carlton Jones for the fatal shooting of Prince
Jones.
September 19- Howard s1udents and Prince
Jones· fami ly wai1for Anorney Horan·, decision.
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Engineer a portable on-ramp to the internet.

hood for !he District.
"The Umoja Pany stands in tolal opposition to
this shonsighted poliiical ploy," Pe1ers said. ··1t is
one more step in the campaign to strip residents
of the Nation ·s capital of our democratic rights.
While the African name and srrong local ties
make the pany an anractive choice for many
blacks in the Dis1ric1, Thompson, 33. has a criminal record working against him.
Thompson made a public apology in 1996 aflcr
he assaulted his wi fc. And only Ihree months ago.
Thompson was convicted of a misdemeanor after
admining in a testimony that he pushed a man.
Thompson was sentenced 10 undergo counseling.
150 hours of community service and two years of
probation
Bill Lightfoot, a forn1er DC Council member.
said he supported Thompson. and contributed
$500, until the candidate was convicted. His conviction se1the pany back even funher.
··1 1hink people can forgive a mis1ake that is
made.'' Lightfoot said. ··Bui someone should not
be elected so soon afler a criminal conviction:·
After an un-con1ested primary election. Thompson will move forward 10 compete against incumbcnt shadow representative Thomas E. Bryant Jr.

The Prince Jones Case From September 1 to September 19
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While TIAA-CREF
invests for the long term,
it's nice to see performance
like this.

Check out
oth,:r account

Pertor1TJ1.nre
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Achieve solar solutions f0< urban v1taliti
TIAA-CREF has delivered impressive results hke these
by combining two d1sc1pl1ned investment s1rateg1e5.

Design a robot that scrubs floors.
In our CREF Growth Account, one of manyCREF variable annuities, we combine active management with
enhanced indexing. With two strategies, we have
two ways to seek out performance opportunibeshelp1ng to make your investments worlc twice as hard.
EXPENSE RATIO
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This approach also allows
us to adapt our investments
to different market
conditions, which 1s
especially important during
volatile economic times.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it"
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Combme this team approach with our low expenses
and you'll see how TIAA-CREF stands apart from
the compet1t1on. Call and find out how TIAA-CREF
can work for you today and tomorrow.

1.800.842.2776
www. tiaa-cref. org
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Sports Firings Reek
nce again, the Howard University
administration has continued in its
recent tradition of sabotaging the athletics program. When men's basketball coach
Kirk Saulny was fired last season right before
the team's first conference game, we were
appalled. When athletic director Hank Ford
and associate athletic director Marilyn Johnson were relieved of their respective positions
over the summer, we scratched our heads.
Now, Sanya Tyler is the latest casualty in the
University's crusade against evil-doing in the
athletic department. The question we want to
ask is: "Why?"
No comment. That's what everybody in the
Administration building keeps telling us.
That's what Interim-athletic Director Sandra
Norrell-Thomas's office tells us on a regular
basis. That's what Vice-President Raymond
Archer's office tells us in a brief, non-enlightening statement. That's what the answer is
whenever Howard athletics are mentioned in
common conversation.
"So, when will the Bison make the playoffs?"
No comment.
"Why was the coach fired?"
No comment.
"Wh::.t did the University's internal investigation actually find that the NCAA didn't?"
No comment.
Maybe there is a method to the University's
madness, but how would we know? They

O

refuse to issue a comment.
We do understand that there are certain things
that the administration is not at liberty to
speak about due to the ongoing NCAA investigation, but can we not be kept in pitch black
darkness? There are certain things that the
University community wants to know, like
what exactly did Sanya Tyler do to deserve the
treatment she received? Why was a woman
who not only coached for 20 years, but played
for the University as well, treated like a red
headed step-child? If the powers-that-be knew
that they were going to release Ty ler, why
didn't they do it over the summer, when it
wou Id have been easier for the team to adapt
to a change in leadership? Of course...no comment.
Why did the University wait until the men's
basketball team had entered the most important part of their season, conference competition, before firing the entire coaching staff and
forcing the team to operate under an interim
coach for virtually the entire season?
True, we want Howard to compete under the
cleanest, most fair conditions possible, and
there would be a major problem if the administration had not issued consequences for violations. Yet, there is really no way for us to tell:
ls this just a McCarthy-like witch hunt sparked
by the University's recent commitments to
saving face above all else?
No comment.

,
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Since its initial publication in
January 1924. The Hilltop has
produced a history and tradition
of freedom of expression to symbolize the very essence of fairness
and journalistic excellence.

Jason T. Smith

See You At Convocation
here will you be today while
classes are suspended for three
hours? Will you lend your time to
an historic occasion and contribute to the
advancement of your University? Or will
you, like many students year after year, catch
up on some sleep?
Many students distance themselves from
administrative difficulties, ignoring the concept of how every issue at Howard inevitably
affects the student body. Therrin lies the apathetic attitude that plagues our minds, divides
us and solves nothing. Don't you deserve an
explanation and purpose behind the plans of
the University? Don't you deserve your part
in the framework of change? Aren't you curious about why Convocation is considered the
definitive ceremony of the year by President
Swygert, the deans, directors, faculty, staff
and students alike?
If you've answered "yes" to any of the
above questions, go to Convocation. Eleven
o'clock this morning. Cramton Auditorium.
Go to Opening Convocation because you arc
tired of being the last to know about the
administration's actions and the last to benefit

Letter From The Editor

ill I

from University improvements that you pay
for and are entitled to. Go to Convocation
because Howard nurtures leaders a11d, regardless of your setbacks, you are among them. If
you've been asked '"What's goin~·on at
Howard?" and responded with sipall talk
about Thursday night parties, you need to be
at Convocation. You need to be in the front
row.
Opening Convocation is a traditional event
in which the University 's president outline
the goals and the vision of the entire University. It's comparable to the State of the Union
address, but on a smaller scale.
Today, as we mark the 133rd academic year,
Howard University welcomes The Reverend
Dr. Vashti McKenzie. Bishop McKenzie, who
was elected the first female bishop in the
African Methodist Episcopal Church on July
11, will deliver the keynote address. McKenzie, a living symbol of leadership and service,
is here at your school to plant her seeds of
wisdom and inspiration. You need to be at
Cramton to hear her. Fill every seat. Bring a
friend.
Listen. Don't sleep.

'No,' to Reagan Monument

As the primary source of record
for Howard University. this year"s
staff is dedicated 10 chronicling.
the ever-evolving Howard Universily experience, including its
trends. politics. lifestyle and culture. We hold ourselves to high
,,1andards and will not rest until
each and every issue is free of
error. and devoid of slant and personal bias.
Last week·s error in 1he flag of \
the paper was unfortunate for
many reasons. The error was
made by our printer, The Washington Times. and was nol
caught until early Friday morning. Once the error was
noticed. 1he paper was reprinted and redistributed . But
not before we hosted the Vice President of the United
States and many visiting Congressmen and Congresswomen. ii was also unfonunme for the newspaper"s
staff. Each week. editors and writers spend countless
hours producing an award-winning paper. Day in and day

CORRECTIONS

out they toil over outdaied. dusty. and broken computers
in an effort to meet de;1dlincs (h ... ml(t11nr ,hurt ~•I .I mtr....:lt' 1h;i1
.1 ('-lflC'rich t"fl~--CJtJr.h V.1,."('I,. v. 1th 1hecqU1flffloCf'l1 "'<' an: hw1,.~Mu-.<I But
hard work goes unnoticed when uncontrollable errors crop
up on the front page of 1hc paper.
1thank you for your understanding m tlus matter. We
remain commiued 10 producing a quality paper for you
and the entire Howard University community.

THE HILLTOP
JUDGED BEST NEWSPAPER AT THE
2000 HBCU NEWSPAPER CONFERENCE
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Due to a reporting
error, the name of
Harold Brazil was not
spelled correctly in
last week's paper.
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So, now you're considered to be dead when
you've got Alzheimer's Disease. At least, as
far as the House Resources Committee is
concerned. The 52-member committee has
put forth a monument proposal to honor former president Ronald Reagan-not only in
anticipation of his death, but disregarding the
decision made 14 years ago in the form of
the Commemorative Works Act. The act
states that a president can be voted for
memorial status only after he has been
DEAD for 25 years.
Are we missing something here? ls there
some logical process here that is just passing
us by? Currently Reagan has a building and
the national airport named after him in the
district and a library in California. And here

comes his memorial. But what are we
remembering? What is it that we want captured, immortalized? Why is Reagan getting
so much love?
If we review his terms in office, one would
note that he crippled the U.S. economically
with "Reaganomics," cut down funding for
mental institutions and school lunch programs, and can be held directly responsible
for the carnage that occurred in several third
world countries as a result of his weapons
sales.
One of the only good things that he did was
sign into law a bill that gave Martin Luther
King, Jr. a national holiday. But that is
eclipsed by the fact that Reagan's monument,
if approved, will be completed years before
the monument that is supposed to be built for
King. And Reagan isn't even dead yet.
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The Hilltop is dedicated to accuracy in its
reporting and editing.
Corrections should be
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Perspectives
Damn That
Car Shiny

Point of View

hal Nancy Friday discovered in pen•
ning "Men in Love··:There is a high
element of worship in fantasies the
males of the species emertain. Men wish to worship women; however. the feeling is nol recipro•
c.1I. There is nothing lunar about it. there is nolh·
ing menstrual about it. II has nothing to do with
bursting bellies or bursting blood. It has nothing to
do with the supposed inherent beauty of the
woman; if we only look toward antiquity, Rome,
we see 1ha1 the opposite ideology was in effect: the
beauty of men was prized then. One might say it is
a mailer of societal failure when one gender wishes to be the other. when women envy the power of
men. when men envy the beauty of women. when
one gender worships 1he other. One might say it is
entombed in childhood, when enthrallment with
parents as gods renders those relationships into
paradigms. But. I doubt the issue is so clear cut.
and I doubt the frequency of woman-worship in
male fantasy is as simple as "She fine.. or "She
fine like mom:· So. what is ii then?
I think it goes beyond the paint women design
their faces with. There are cultures where men do
the painting and men do che luring. II goes beyond
the shoes. beyond the 1igh1-fi11ing pants. the shiny
objects scintillating from the ears that hint at pain.
the nipples pressing against the halter tops. It is
1101 entirely sexual. or merely biological. or simply
social. So what is it then?
It cannot be only the recognition of the Other. It
cannot be only the need 10 know others. and in
that sense, 10 know those who are nothing like
oneself. If that were 1roe. then men would rush
into sex with animals more frequently than with
women. lured by the a11rac1ion of the bizarre and
completely foreign. It cannot be only the enticement of the reverse of roles. of the cessation of
power. of the acquiescence 10 humility. Humility
is something few understand and even fewer ever
attain. and it cannot be learned from one ignorant
of its nature. Since most people are not humble.
then most women are not humble. and so men cannot be in search of humility. Contrary 10 what
Rousseau opines. I do not think men msh into the
thrall of women out of a need for social education,
out of a need 10 learn 1ha1 which cannot be known,
that which can only be learned from the Other.
Honestly. I do not believe there is much of a mystery. In fact, there is Ji11Je 10 no mystery: there is
very lillle different about the Other. and that is
what drives fantasies of worship.
Because men and women are so similar. it is
freeing to fantasize that women are completely
foreign, that women are difficult to understand.
that women are goddesses from another planet
with wicked designs on our genitals. It enlivens
the dreary doldrums of reality. and it makes the
mundane minutiae of actually dealing with women
so much more. well. fantastic. In shon, many men
fantasize of worshipping women because they are
still boys. Instead of opening their mouths 10
speak, it is much more fantastic and interesting to
believe in the myth of mystery. 10 believe in succubal seduction. 10 believe in the ball and chain.
To tell a boy that he wi ll have 10 talk abouc subjects as uninteresting as laundry in the course of
wooing a woman would seem 10 him ridiculous.
and instead he would entertain thoughts of just
buying a shiny car. blasting annoying music. while
wearing a shiny watch, shiny shoes. and shiny
gold fronts. Because women, like monkeys. enjoy
shiny objects and loud noises.
In conclusion. there is nothing unique about the
nature of fantasy men have toward women: it is
like any other foncasy. All fantasies are attempts 10
deny reality, and all anempts 10 deny reality are
cloaked in a denial 10 accept ones place in ii. And
all boys deny that they are men. which is why they
arc boys. and wear shiny things, and blast loud
music. and fantasize about nonsense. and have no
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Michael \Vinfieltl is" j1111ior political scie11ce
mt,jor/film minor. He ct111 be ret1ched at thehilltop@lwtmail.com.
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Misson Accomplished
Alicia Bell

O

n the outside. your body may seem 10 be iniacc. but
inside. a war is raging.

Every day. you digest information and you must choose
what you will bel.ieve and what you will not believe. Your
more skeptical. "sensible·· side is hesi1an1 to believe some•
thing that sounds 100 good to be true. This ..sensibility" trig•
gers internal nashing red lights that scream warnings when .
you sense that things are not as they appear to be. But there rs
a virus present in all of our bodies that reacts to the information we digest. preventing our internal bullsh*t sensors from
proper function. This virus causes us 10 be naive in the way
we see the world. Your body ·s natural defenses may seem to
be successful in keeping that ··naive reaction 10 information..
from overwhelming your mind: those defenses prevent an allout mental coup from causing y.ou to believe whole-heanedly
in everything your brain processes. But your body undergoes
a constant ban le in its effons 10 resist succumbing 10 this
virus.
Your defenses warn that politicians may come to you. laden
with hean-felt promises and down-home charisma with a
smile 10 match. but these people want something from you
despite all they pledge 10 give. They want your suppon. They
want your vote. We all know 1his is the way our democratic
republic works. but the virus inside us is a virulent one.
Sometimes it causes us 10 be swept up in an emotional
moment and we lose sight of the bigger picture.
The recent Gore rally on campus is a perfect example of
political strategy. capirnlizing on this virus present at all limes
in our human nature. When we are chi ldren. everything is
very simple. Our thinking is binary. We know love is right and
hate is wrong. We know sharing is right and scealing is wrong.
But there is more to life chan this naive thinking would lead us
to believe. We find that. sometimes. terrible rhings spring
forth from the arms of love and that the reasons people steal
may be admirable ones. We learn later in life that appearances
can be deceptive. I found this life-long lesson was reinforced
when I a11ended my fir,,1 political rally last week when Gore
spoke at Cramton Auditorium.
The politicians present at the rally said it was no mistake
1ha1 they chose to visit Howard. Our university does have a
long-standing tradicion of turning out excellent black leaders.
After all. Gore did ask ...Where would we be without the likes
of Thurgood Marshall or Toni Morrison?"" But there are other
prestigious schools that have produced great African Americans. So obviously, one must see chat behind the goodwill of
Gore's Howard visit was the all-important effon to solicit the
black vote. Signs and bu11ons thut read ..African Americans
for Gore•· are meant to solicit your vole. Make no mistake
about that. When I sac back and watched the dynamics of the
Gore rally unfold before my eyes. I could see how cenain
simple images or planned gestures were meant to make one
feel or respond a certain way. Clas.,ic mob-mentality results.
Someone yells "Riot!'" and all hell breaks loose. Except, in
this case. the yells were cheers of adulation proudly voiced by

African Americans in suppon of Gore for President.
Despite the positive aspects of his visit and the sweeping
changes Gore plans to make in education. I couldn"t help but
feel that the media would display Howard students as the
national poster chi ldren for Gore·s campaign-without our
permission. On one hand. if displayed nationally. the slogan
..African Americans for Gore· would mobi lize more blacks to
vote. especially on issues that greatly affect us. And as I
watched che talented. hard-working Howard University Showtime Marching Band do their thing on-stage for the cameras. I
thought how great it was that the world was going 10 see the
essence of what it feels like to be at this great institution. This
was not only good publicity. it was also a good way to get
blacks. as a whole. 10 exercise their righc 10 vote. But deep
inside me. something pessimistic bubbled to the surface of the
wave of political-assertiveness-for-blacks breaking over me.
Were we just ··Show Negroes.. on display in the anempt 10
blindly convince others 10 do what the powers-that-be want
them 10 do? Had anyone else fell 1ha1 those ·•African Amcricans for Gore.. signs were yet another demons1ra1ion of how
the Democracic Party has us wrapped around their colleccive
finger when it comes cime 10 voce? Were they trying 10 sell us
in a different form of slavery?
,
Days later. r m sti ll not sure. Admi11edly. despite my pangs
of hesitancy. I found excitement in shaking Gore·s hand. I
wanted 10 bricny touch a piece of history. to couch an icon
who (hopefully) represented all that can be right in our future
world. I hoped 1ha,1. for an instant as I shook his hand. thac his
touch would satiate my fiery yearn for the simple. yet glimmering idea of human goodness. That naive virus within me
wants there 10 be a good guy and a bad guy from which 10
choose in November's election. Wouldn't it be nice to know I
was voting for the ••right manr Wouldn"t it be nice to know
1ha1all the issues had clear~ut answers? Bui it is naive to
even consider such absolutes as right an wrong when no one
is completely good or evil.
So what did I think of che Gore rally? I want to shake his
campaign ma.nagtr's hand because she was successful in formulating good political strategy for incroducing the next President of the Uniced States to the people in a way that quenches
our naive desire 10 be told 1ha1 everything will be OK. All will
be right with the world- no more police brutality (justice
instead of just us for Prince). bener education for all . higher
minimum wage. His advisors had prepped Gore well. He said
all the right things to appeal 10 black people-the event
dripped with political sweetness. I don·t think he could have
done any belier in appealing to our naivete. So. will the sociopolitical points Gore scored that day further innuence my
choice for the upcoming elections? I answer by saying that.
until we as a race- a human race-have evolved 10 fight off
the naive virus permanently raging within each of us. I shall
be an African American voting for Gore-Libermann in
November. Gore. your mission was accomplished.
You·ve got my vote.

- - - - -- - - - - - - - - -------1
Alicia Bell is ajrmior biology major. She can be contacted

Drying Up the Voting Pool
Dane Bailey

T

he African-American community has for many
years been involved in decrying the effects of
crime on our community. However. many
African-Americans are not aware of the effect that commilling a felony has on your status as a citizen. The most
precious right of any citizen is the supposedly inalienable
right of franchise. The constitution however stipulates
that the right of franchise can be revoked for commining
a felony. This has never been amended although che list
of felonies has expanded from treason, sedition. and high
acts 10 a few thousand crimes in many categories.
11 is understandable that commilling the original
felonies results in a loss of franchise. In fact. commining
any of these crimes is a clear signal that you are no
longer interested in exercising your franchise. However.
the constitution should be changed 10 renecl the expansion of the list of felonious crimes. The original felonies
were crimes against the basic structure of America. They
represented a fundamental disagreement with the American sociopolitical system. Treason. sedition and high acts

are crimes of philosophy or. at least. enlighcened seJf.
in1cres1.
Blacks comprise around 15 percent of the American
population. This represents a signific.ant voting block.
Unfonunately. conviction on a felony offense permanent•
ly removes a person from the voting pool. When one
considers that minorities make up around 65 percent of
the federal prison population, it becomes clear that
African Americans should be working towards a consti•
tutional amendment 10 change this law. African Americans are convicted of felonies at a higher rate than other
ethnic groups. We are as a collective are suffering from
the effects of this law. Because a higher percentage of
our total populacion is victimized by the prison-industrial
complex. we arc at a greacer disadvantage than other elh•
nic groups when it comes 10 maintaining a stable voting
block. There are communities where so many of the vot•
;ng-age adults are felons 1ha1 the community's issues
cannot be effectively addressed.
The disenfranchisement of a segment of che population
after they have •·paid their debt to society.. is wrong. The

whole idea of prison is that your freedoms are curtailed
while you are inside. Once that process is over. a prisoner
ought to become a full citizen once more. Whatever rehabilitation prison has effected on the prisoner is moot if he
or she cannoc fully enjoy the privileges of freedom. The
original three felonies are also punishable by death, so
denying these felons of franchise was actually irrelevant.
Denying individuals who must live in free society for the
rest of their Jives the right 10 vote is ridiculous.
If America is 10 Jive up to its democratic creed, we must
work to change this policy which makes felons pay for n
crime well past the end of their prison sentence. America
has a representative democracy. The leaders that we
choose should represent all the diverse parts of the American experience. To deprive these men and women of
their voice is a poor renection on the strength of our
democracy.
Da11e Bt1iley is a j1111ior eco110111ics mt1jor. He ct1n be
reached at 1hehil/1op@hornwil.co111.

Just Asking
For a Shooting
Chris Winfield
rue story: at Fort Toncn Metro station.
rm moving up from the Green Line 10
the Red Line tra.in platform. on the second level. Walking in front of me is a Metropoli•
tan Police Department officer in tight booty
shorts and a helmet. lifting his bike onto the
escalator steps.
I ride my bright orange GT Agressor mountain
bike often (when it doesn· t have worn brakes or
snapped gear shifl cables. like ii does now), and
sometimes bring it on the subway 10 shorten my
ride from Shaw 10 my peoples in Silver Spring.
It's a pain in the behind, though. because the
train operators will only let you get on the train
if you walk a/111/1 the way down the station 10
the last car.
And if you try to just take your bike up the
escalator, station managers will scream at you to
bring it back down and take the turtle-paced.
urine-smelling elevator. Even on weekends.
when there ·s hardly anyone on the escalator to
fall down and drop your bike on.
"ZOOOOOOMMMM". say the trains you wanced 10 catch. while you go through the maddeningly slow motions of bureacratic public safety
procedures.
Anyway, this guy doe,n·t look like he"s rush•
ing. though his skin is nushed red (from carrying his bike around. I suppose). It doesn·1 seem
like there·s an emergency in the station though.
Looks like dude was shortcuning the system,
and I'm jealous. so as I pass him on the
upstroke. I tum and ask him what the deal is.
"Excuse me. sir:· I say. glancing down at the
info booih. where the pot-bellied station manager sits facing us with a sleepy expression on his
face... but J thought, you know. I thought people
couldn·1 bring their bikes on the escalator?""
He looks up at me with cool blue eyes and says
without hesitation. ··Well. when you·re a police
officer. you can do whatever you wane:·
..Oh:· J say. and tum and continue up the steps.
No smile was on his lips. no joking expression
on his face. Pretty honest, I think, con,idering
what happened (or didn"t happen) to the unidentified thug who snuck up behind one of our
classmates in a black Mitsubishi Montero and
shot him five times in the back-OOOPS. I
meant che Prince George·s County cop who
snuck up behind one of our classmates in a black
Mitsubishi Moncero and shot him five times in
the back. How often does a non-officer with
blood on his hands get John Farrell. the Chief of
the Prince George·s County Police Department,
to pay for his ou11a-state. post-murder vacation?
Realistic. also, considering the gang of Caucasian men in street clothes-oops. I mean New
York City POLICE OFFICERS-who ran up
and shot Amadou Diallo. supposedly having
identified themseh•es first (supposedly. because
apparently the)• were 1he only ones at the trial
who heard themselves say .. Police! ..).
By the way. Jet"s try 10 be op1imis1ic about
Diallo. The glass is half full: they hit him 19
ouna 41 times. That"s a shot percentage of 46.3
percent. Nol bad for some white guys. in fact.
it"s belier than the pcrcencages of mo,1 players
on the cicy's NBA team. Hey. maybe we can get
them 10 come play shooting guard or (hollow)
point guard for the Bullets-oops. I mean. \Viz•
ards.
As J step up 10 the top. the officer calJs after
me. ··But I don·, mean 1ha1 nippantly. !e's just
that there are some women with kids taking up
the elevator. and. you know. you gona do what
you golla do:·
I mm and look back to see 1hat his words are
true: 1wo women with strollers are struggling to
straighten the wheels on their baby carriages, so
they can push them through the open doors of
the elevator.
But still. As J hop onto the train toward Shady
Grove, my eyes bug out and my heart beats
faster when I realize how nrrogant rve been. I
questioned his authority AND called a11en1ion to
myself. J mean. rm carryin· a piece. Got my 35mill i right here in my bookbag. Damn. and I fit
the profile too?!!
Black male aged 10-55 with medium complexion, wearing a hooded sweatshirt and jeans that
don ·, show the oucline of my assets. That"s at
least a OWC charge: '"Dressed Without Crack:·
..Damn. Chris. you a DUMB Negro! .. I think.
throwing a quick glance over my shoulder 10 see
if the heat has followed me onto the same car.
Satisfied that he hasn· t. I sigh in relief and pull
my bag up on my lap. Unzipping it. I look inside
at the piece that could get me killed.
I think 10 myself: What if he were here and I
had my hood up over my head because of the
evening chill outside? What if I scood up with
my knees bent and legs braced against the movement of the train (an obvious ··a11ack posture.. )?
And what if I decided to pull this shiny. black.
seven-inch Jong camera out of my bookbag?
Knowing that "when you·re a police officer.
you can do whatever you wane." would chis
Euro-American cop ·•you know. do what you
gona do." 10 ME?

T

Christopher Winfield is a Northwest natfre "''d
freelt1nce writer. He ca11 be reached at pcwinfield@l,otmail.co111.
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./=-' .,,, i MUST PRESENT TICKET FOR ENTRY
·urrent HU Students with CapstoneCards
may pick up
ONE FREE TICKET
in the Blackbum University Center, Ground Floor
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By BRANOON M . BICKERSTAFF
Sports Week Edilor

A BRIEF LOOK AT SPORTS & EVENTS AT HOWARD AND THE
The Howard University Bison (03), were served a little northern exposure as they were defea1ed by the
University of Maine (2-1), 38-21 on
Sep1ember 16. Cosily turnovers lale
in the fourth quarter spoiled any
hopes of a victory for tbe Bison as
they were ou1scored 21-7 by Maine
in the quarter.
The Bison struck early after a 74
yard kick return by freshman specialist Jay Colbert placed Howard on
Maine's 23 yard line. On the first
play from scrimmage, running back
Tauric Rice found himself on the
receiving end of a Bobby Townsend
touchdown pass. A Charles Card
extra poinl placed lhe Bison on top
7-0 jusl 23 seconds inlo lhe firs!
quarter.
Later in the same quarter, Maine's
AH-Conference quarterback Jake

Mld·Eastern Athlolic Conference Football
Last week'smsuns· Seot 16th

Towson Universitv 31 Moroao State 7 rrowsoo Md l
Belhune::Cookman 21 John$90 c Smith Uov 6 <Pavtona Beach Ela \
UMaloe 38 Howard Univ 21 (Orono Maine)
Hamoton Univ 40 Winston-Salem St u 6 tHamotoo Ya l
Delaware State 45 Eaveuevtne State 1O<Dover PA >
Villanova Univ 42 Nortolk State o Mllanova Pa>
Fklrida A&M 64 SC, State 9 lJacksonville Fla >
Schedlde for week of Seot 23rd
Bethuoe,.Cogkmao vs Morris Brown l7PMl
Delaware State vs Liberty Univ 11PM}
Florida A&M vs Tennessee State '4PM)
Hernotoo Uotv vs Southern Utah o·30 PMl
Howard Univ Y$ Morgan State (Noon) - MEAC-TV Game of th& week CHIS}
N C A&T State YS Elon coneae (7PM)

s C, State Idle

Conference Points
Overall Points
W L T For Opp Pct W L T For Opp Pct

Florida A&M......... 3 0 0
Bethune-Cookman . . 1 0 0
Hampton Univ........ I 0 0
N.C. A&T ......
0 0 0
S.C. State.......... o 1 O
Delaware State...... 0 1 0
Norfolk State....... 0 1 0
Howard Univ......... O 1 0
Morgan State........ 0 1 0

169 55 1.000 3 0 0 169 55 1.000

24 6 1.000
26 24 1.000
0 0 .000
9 64 .000
21 49 .000
6 24 .000
24 26 .000
25 56 .000
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Engage

Howard Falls to University of Maine, 38-21

BISON
ROUNDUP

Team

INSIDE:

3 0 0
2 I 0
2 0 0
1 2 O
1 2 0
1 2 0
0 3 0
0 2 0

75 27 1.000
83 61 .667
56 21 1.000
79 129 .333
72 104 .333
37 90 .333
61 98 .000
32 87 .000

Eaton (13 for 22, 213 yds, I TD)
capped off a six play, 38 yard drive
wilh a one-yard run for lhe score.
The extra poim by Todd Jagoulz tied
the game 7-7.
Howard seemed to have finally
found i1s offense againsl Maine, as
Townsend engineered a 53 yard drive
capped off by a one-yard 1ouchdown
run of his own 10 break lhe lie.
Townsend finished the night I6 ou1
of 35 for 248 yards and a touchdown,
even though his tine allowed him 10
be sacked five times.
After a Jagoutz field goal inched
the Black Bears lo within a 14- 10
defici1, a Bison fumble placed Maine
within striking distance. One play
later, Maine's John Getsomino
received a 28 yard pass from Eaton
10 1ake the lead.
Fatigue and the 44 degree temperature took ils loll on 1he Bison in 1he
second half. Senior running back
Jermaine Hulchinson provided

Howard wilh ils sole lOUCh·
down in lhe half on a twoyard run.
"Although we had 10 deal
with several miscalled penalties, there was a definite
breakdown in our offense
towards the end of 1he game:'
said Bison offensive guard
Zagorac Brown-Hopkins.
"However, we wenl in and
studied the film several rimes,
and are ready to correct our
mislakes and execute in lhe
next game." •
The Bison loss continues an
unexpected three game losing
slreak heading in 10 lhe
1eam 's firs! home game
lomorrow agains1 Morgan
Slate.
Hilltop Staff Writer Sea11.
l'llolo By Mrui< Coleman
Bo~/e also co111rrb111ed to thrs Freslunan Jay Col~rt finished .,;th 141 kick rttum
arrrcle.
yanls ,s. Maine.

Cross Country Starts Season with a Bang
By D ANAE. CRAWFORD
Hilltop S1affwri1er

Knicks end Ewing era after 15 seasons
In one of the larges! and mos1 complicated trades in NBA history, the Patrick Ewing
era ended in New York when he was deal!
Wednesday 10 the Seattle SuperSonics in a
four-learn. 12-player mega-trade.
The Knicks go1 back four draft picks and
six players -including Olen Rice from the
Los Angeles Lakers and Luc Longley from
1bc Phoenix Suns - whi le lhe Lakers
picked up power forward Horace Oran!
from Seattle.
Bulldogs Taste Venom
FAMU quarterback Quinn Gray connecled on 15-of-33 passes for
319 yards wi1h lhree louchdown passes, as the Ranters rolled 10 a 649 Mid-Eas1em A1hletic Conference win over S.C. Sia1e. Gray, a 6°4,
2351b, senior also ran for two touchdowns.

While mos1 smdems slept, cross
country members prepared for the
long haul. The 1eams geared up for
!heir firsi meel of the season, the
Delaware lnvilational on Sep1ember
14.. Having trained hard all summer,
the team faced a challenging meet
agains1 regionally ranked Navy and
Penn, along wilh Morgan Slate, Lincoln, and Delaware. The course was
nolhing less 1han "crucial," as
described by junior Rayford Anderson. The meet took place at a
Delaware slale park flooded with
grass, hills, bushes and even some
stone palhs, which made fooling
essential for success.
The men ran a tornl of five miles,
while the women ran 3.9 miles, as
opposed 10 the nonnal 3.1 mites Ibey

Edmonds' grand slam caps clincher
Jim Edmonds go1 lhe S1. Louis Cardinals' clinching party off 10 an
early start.
The Cardinals became the firs! 1eam to earn a playoff spol lhis season, winning 1he NL Central on Wednesday nigh! when Edmonds"
third-inning grand slam sent them 10 an 1l-6 win over the Houston
Astros.
A sellou1 crowd al Busch Stadium
saw 1he Cardinals win 1he division
tille for 1he first time since t 996, manager Tony La Russa 's firs! year wilh
the leam.

..

Howard University Announces the
•
Naming of Fh'e New Coaches
AP
Alexis Seth has been named the new
head women's lacrosse coach. Se1h is a 1996 graduale of the Whar1on School of Business in 1996. She played collegialely al lhe University of Pennsylvania from 1993-96 and served as an assistant a1
Howard tas1 season.
Melinda Vaughn has been named as women's assis1an1 lacrosse
coach. Vaughn is a 1994 graduate of Cornell University and served
as a coach al George Washington University las1 season.
Curtis W. Butler has been named head women's bowling coach. Buller is a I959 graduale of Morris Brown College.
Solomon Robinson has been named the new head men's and
women's swimming coach. Robinson is a graduate of Monlgomery
College at Takoma Pnrk in 1984.
Wade Hughes has been named the new head wreslling coach. Hughes is a 1985 graduate of George Washington University.
- lt,forma1io11 Provided by Howard Sports Infom1ation Dept.

FREE THROW
DID YOU KNOW?
JAY "SKY'' WALKER HOLDS THE
HOWARD SINGLE SEASON RECORD
FORTOTAL OFFENSIVE YARDAGE
WITH3,509 YARDS.

1..----------------------------'

have run in lhe past Junior Ramsi
Be1hany slaled, "I definitely fell the
difference." Despile tbe added dis1ance, 1he women placed fifth overall. The men placed second 10 lasl
although they ran a very compelilive
race. Prior lo the meei. many of the
team members bad different oullooks, bul all came with the mindset
to finish and do the best possible job.
"I was nervous. it being my first cross
country meel in college," said freshman Krystal Perkins. ''I jus1 wanted
10 run and finish:'
Perkins completed the race firs! for
the Bison and 19th overall, whltc
teammale, freshman, Siobhan Walker completed lhe race as the second
finisher for the Bison.
Senior Adrienne Trice said. "We have
a starting foundation. It lets us know
who we should run with al prac1ice."
Women's coach Camellia Shivers

adds. ''There arc some 1hings lhe
1eam needs 10 work on, like hill work,
10 develop 1hem into lhe championship learn 1ha1 they will become."
The learn is weak in this area due 10
the lack of cross-counlry areas in
which 10 run in the District Runners
must u1ilize concrete sidewalks or
flat track workouts for mileage. Shivers also adds, "Running on concrele
is the major cause of shin sp1ils and
knee problems that the learn is expe•
riencing:'
Faith Murray knows aboul !hose
injuries all loo well. afte~ being side•
lined with a knee injury in las1 Sa1urday's meet. Murray finished third.
On the men's side, talented senior,
Michael Zipf finished 81h out of 79
runners, with a swift timeof27 minutes flat
"I jusl need 10 srny wi1h 1he group in
from of me," Zipf said. 'Thal 's how

the people behind me will s1ay there.''
As Howard's second finisher, Troy
McArthur placed a dis1an1 40th. but
ran a lime of 28:46 minules, a time
very close 10 Zipf's.
.. , felt s1rong on the hills," McArthur
says. 'That's where I passed a lot of
people."
Men's Coach Michael Merrill concluded, "l was pleased wilh our perfonnances despile a lack of quality
dep1h. We will see a vaslly improved
group by 1he MEAC Championships." Howard's cross-country
teams have a long road ahead. bu1 thb
meel showed that success may be in
their future. The Cross-country learn
will face 1.he competition of Moum
Saim Mary's College tomorrow.

- - - - BEARS AND BISON COLLIDE - -- -

Morgan State Visits DC to Renew Age Old Rivalry
By TYRON& MCCANDIF.S
Hilltop S1affWri1er
Go Go or House. Seafood
planer or Mambo sauce on
those wings. This argument
may nol menn much 10 you, bul
when you speak of Washinglon, DC and Baltimore, it
means a great deal. ll also
means thal Howard and Morgan Stale
will be getting 1ogether. Never mind
1ba1 Howard (0-3) and Morgan State
(0-2) have ye110winagamethisseason. Sa1urday's match-up will renew
a rivalry that is one of the oldesl in all
of college foo1ball . The Bison will
hosl lhe Bears al Greene Stadium
this Sa1urday at noon 10 add more history 10 a series lhal dates as far back
as 1889. Since then there have been
some fireworks, including last year's
wild 42-38 shoo! oul in which Bobby
Townsend lhrew for 522 yards,
includ.ing the game winning touchdown pass 10 Jevonle Philpol with
only 10 ticks remaining on the clock.
Howard has dominated this series as
of la1e, winning 5 in a row and 16 ou1
of 1he las! 17 games played between
the 1wo schools. Morgan hotds a 3230-3 lead in the overall series. How-

Howard vs. Morgan St
12 p.m.@ Greene Stadium
TV: HTS (live) 12 p.m.
WHUT (Delayed) 8 p.m.

ever, the Bears are looking lo avenge
lasl season's loss. Many Morgan Siu•
denls believe lhe loss shouldn't have
occurred, bul they will be playing
wilh a young squad. Howard is looking to gel back in the conference picture with a viclory. To add more spice
101his year's rivalry, the game wilt be
1elevised nationally on Home Team
Sports as part of the MEAC -TV
package.
Coach Stanley Mi1chell's Bears,
who are corning off a 31-7 thrashing
a11he hands of Towson Srnte, will be
led by junior quarterback Cuslavious
Panerson (297 yds passing and 3
1ouchdowns). He will look down the
field 10 "Mr. Do-11-AII" splil end
Marc Lesler (8 receptions. 115 yds.
and 2 touchdowns), who does every•
1hing except run 1he scoreboard for
Morgan State. His running male will

be senior receiver
Anthony Collins (9 receptions, 131
yards, and I TD). Also look for
Howard 10 get a healthy dose of
Culpepper. Junior rnilback Ali
Culpepper, thal is. Last year he punished the Bison for over I00 yards in
Baltimore. Defensively, il's nol good
if your leading tackler is your safety,
but Melvin Coleman is jusl ll1a1. He
leads the Bean; with 21 tackles. two
for losses, 1wo in1ercep1ions, and one
fumble recovery. Freshman comerback Justin Thomas ( 11 1ackles and
t Int) is also turning some heads in
his first season. The Bears defensive
tine will be anchored by end Kirk
Williams (10 tackles) and lineman
Aaron Roberts (9 tackles, 3 for losses).
The Bison were derailed 38-2 t on
1he road by Maine last weekend.

They will be led by senior Bobby
Townsend (617 passing yards and
4 TDs), who might even see a
couple of snaps at wide-receiver.
He has plenty of weapons around
him in senior Jevonle Philpot
(266 yards and I TD) and Kevin
Simmonds (20 I yards. I TD).
Townsend will also look to Tauric Rice ( I 59 yds, 2 TDs). The
Bison will also try 10 gel Jermaine
Hutchinson going ou1 of the backfield.
On thedefensivesideof the ball, the
Bison will tum 10 linebacker Tracy
White (38 tackles , 5 for loss and 2
sacks). Also a sure bel 10 make life
unpleasant for the Bears will be end
Oby Arab (team leader wi1h 3 sacks).
Brian McDonald (28 lackles) and
Von1rae Long (22 tackl~) are 2nd
and 3rd on the team in 1ackles. They
will look 10 help a secondary 1ha1 has
taken a beating over the past several
games. To help oul lhe Bison, fresh•
man fay Colbert has been as good as
advertised wilh 98 all-purpose yards
per game, including a 74 yard kickoff return this season 1ha1 helped set
up a 1ouchdown.
See RIVALRY 011 82

A Star Shines Bright on the Soccer Field
By JODI REm
Hilltop Staff Writer
Sophomore physical 1herapy major Erin Gamer
has big dreams for the 2000 soccer season. Gamer,
a member of Howard University's women's soccer learn, holds the position of striker. While tbis
will be her second year playing for Howard, Garner is no stranger lo 1he soccer field.
Gamer began playing soccer al the ageoflen. Her
older brother, a professional soccer player who
Gamer also describes as her menlor, introduced her
lo lhe game. Gamer, a native of Atlan1a, Georgia,
had a successful soccer career while altending
Redan High School. Gamer holds an abundance of

awards and achievemems for her excellence in soccer. In her freshman year at Howard, Garner was
named Rookie of the Year and All-Conference for
lhe Big South.
Gamer has scored two goats and two assis1s
since lhe season bas begun. She is bes1 known for
her passing and good vision of open players while
in action on the field. The most memorable moment
in Gamer's career is when she scored all lhree goals
in the 3-2 overtime victory over UNC Ashville.
In preparalion for a game, Gamer says 1ha1 she
likes 10 separate herself, so 1ha1 she can focus.
"I like 10 gel imo my own world, envision lhe
game and imagine myseir with good passes and
1ouches," says Gamer.

Garner's goals while at Howard are lo try and help
build Howard's soccer program and lake it 10
another level.
"I wanled 10 come 10 a school like Howard
because I knew thal I could help make Howard's
reputation even belier." Gamer then added empba1ically, "I love the leam; really, I love my learn:·
Gamer is unsure of her fulure plans concerning
soccer. The oplion of playing for a professional
leam ll1a1 travels overseas is a consideration. For
lhe presenl, however, she would like lo finish
school. After she graduales, she would like to
become a physical therapist and/or a soccer coach
See SOCCER. B2
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A Star is
Born on
the Soccer
Field
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Kianna Marzett
Age: 21
Born: September 15
Zodiac Sign: Virgo
3rd Year Dancer
Hometown: Baton Rouge, LA
Major: Accounting
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"Live Life to the fullest, be
open-minded, and respect tl:\e
opinion of others. This is how
I live and with that, I know I
will go far in life."

Write for SportsWeek
Call Brandon at

I

806-6866

Photo by Mark Coleman
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Erin Garner, above, has made a major contribution to this year's soccer team.
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Erin Gamer Heats It Up

l

Fron, RIVALRY
Photo by Mark Coleman
Meet Erin Garner, SportsWeek Athlete of the
Week.

!

From SOCCER, Bl

I

on the collegiate level. When asked where she sees herself in ten years, Garner replies, "Married with a couple of kids, a Master's Degree, and coaching
soccer." For the remainder of her years at Howard University, Erin Garner
will continue to contribute to Howard's legacy on and off the field.

The key to the game for Morgan is to stay with
Howard and hope that the Bison kill themselves
with penalties, much like Morgan did in last
year's game. They also can not afford to let their
young defense stay on the field for a long period of time. To accomplish this, Ali Culpepper
must have a good day rushing the football. For
the Bison, the keys are very simple. They must
eliminate the big mistakes (i.e. turnovers) and get

the offense going. If the Bison don't turn the ball
over, it will be a long afternoon for the Bears.
Defensively, they can't allow Culpepper to control the game. It goes without saying that this is
a must win game for Howard's post-season
chances, which are very small at the moment. A
loss tomorrow will be devastating, a win will
give them momentum heading into next weekend's showdown with Florida A&M in Tallahassee.
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LIFE AND LEISURE AT HOWARD UNIVERSITY

All That Glitters ....
By Aaron Pope
Hilltop Staff Wri1er

Welcome to
Facades of Fashion
The Life and Style sec1ion is abou1 10 rnke you on a journey inlo lhe world of fashion. I haw been blessed wilh the
oppornmity to be your tour guide. 1 am Aaron Pope. a
senior,
hailing from the Commonweallh of Virginia.
1
During my years at the Mecca, I have brought you numerous fashion shows and events. I have also founded 1he most
illustrious Dimensions Fashion Society. a student organiza1ion that serves as a mechanism for displaying lhe ialents
of s1uden1s interested in fashion nnd en1enainmen1.
This year, l will bring you 1he late;t runway news,
spo11igh1 HUTrendsetters, and display Howard's honest
fresh new talent. So, each Friday be prepared to be swept
away. Be prepared to be intrigued. Be prepared to be taken
on a journey through the Facades of Fashion.

When 1hinking of the many things 1he
world of fashion deems 10 be gaudy and
tacky; eventually you 1hink of gold.
During 1he rise of 1he disco era and
continuing on un1il the fall of 1he nash
dance era metallic gold was all the rage.
Gold was in our hair, in our make-up. on
our feet. backs. and chest. We wore huge
gold chains around our necks, gold bells
on our hips. gold shoes on our feet, and
big gold earrings in our ears. But gold did
more than accent our ensembles. gold
made u~ feel as if we were Jiving 1he life
we saw on Dynasty and Solid Gold. Clubs
like S1udio Fifty Four, and 1he Roxxy
gave us a place 10 look and feel like a
superstar; gold empowered us 10 feel like

one. II gave us a sense of glitz and glamou r along wi1h an :lir of rebellion.
However. jus1 as all good things must
come 10 an end; lhe 1rend of gold had 10
someday rake a fall . During the end of the
I 980s, go ld became a full-fledged
fashion faux pas. Gold was one of those
things you still saw people wearing. but
you jusl could no1 undersiand why.
During 1he early 1990s. we wan1ed 10 be
a liule less everything 1hai the eighties
was. Less hair spray. less ruffies. and
mos1 impor1an1 less metallic. Gold
jewelry was 1oned down. gold shoes and
bags were ruled out. and metallic gold
clo1hing was 1hrown out.
This season ·s designers decided 10 give
gold ano1her chance. Designers are doing
gold in everything from gaudy gold
accessories to chic 1ailored garments.
This fall 1he re1um of 1he 1970s silhou•

cue has made 1he perfec1 ou1fi1 10 sprinkle a Jillie gold on. The technological
advances in 1he 1ex1ile industry has made
ii easier 10 give everything 1he golden
1ouch. This season's collcc1ions have
brought us gold chiffon, golden tweeds,
gold Jea1her. and golden lace. Every fall.
the racks are filled wilh an abundance of
dark eanh 1one,. This fall is no excep1ion
however, this gold explosion has given
those dull tones a shimmering compliment. The na1ural loo~jng trend in makeup has made 1he face a 0reat palle1 for
gold accen1s. Gold is being used in hiphop, ready 10 wear. and even couture
lines thb fall. Major fashion hou~es like
Gucci. Louis Vuuon. Fendi. and Prada
have dedica1ed a large pottion of1heir collections 10 gold in all shades and shim•
mers. The golden tones u,ed in the Gucci
collection are very reminiscent of the

1960s b-movies (a 60s predic1ion of how
1he future might look), using very shiny
aluminum foilesque fabrics. However,
Prada decided 10 take the more sub1le
approach and use golden tones in 1heir
wool,. chiffons, and furs 1his season. Bui,
as usual 1he queen of glamour. and all 1hat
is chic Donatella Versace ha, taken 1he
gold iones to the next level of glitz. Versace is doing everything from delicate
gold buuon and chains. 10 her very gaudy
hip-hop inspired fall 2000 versus Collec1ion.
This rejuvena1ion of gold is giving us
another chance 10 push the limits of
fashion and glam chic. It allows us 10
slraddle the ultm 1hin line between being
fashionable and being a fashion victim.
One thing we must be sure 10 remember.
just like every trend that is repealed, the
second time around mus1 be more subtle.

Top Ten Signs You
Started The
Semester Off On The
Wrong Foot
10) You keep showing up for
your Monday classes
on
Tuesday.
9) Your mother has to call and
remind you what classes you
have next.
8) You say you can not afford
all of your English textbooks,
but you can afford to go to the
Howard vs. Hampton game.
7) When you 're not in class the
teacher refers to you as "Flunk
Boy."
6) The teacher wants to have a
conference with your parents.
5) When you are in class the
teacher refers to you as ''Flunk
Boy."
4) Your dog already ate your
syllabus.
3) Your class starts at 8:10 and
you get out of bed at 8:30.
2) The class is on Chapter 2 of
a novel and you are on Chapter
2 of the CliffNotes.
1) You show up to English
with a calculator and a ruler in
hand ready to work.
-Matthew L. Goins

Write for
Life & Style
Call Tori at 806-6867

ANGIE
By Carlton Jordon
Hilltop Sraff Writer
A drummer wi1h a fractured wrist. lhree new background vocalis1s. and an anxiou,
crowd wai1ing for a performance were all on vocalisl and songwri1er, Angie S1one's
mind as she prepared for her concen m The Congressional Black Caucus even1 1his
past weekend. Stone sat in her dressing room with an admirably calm demeanor. "Are
you the one inierviewing me?" she asks as l entered. She iurned around and snnled
with a beau1iful glow and offered me a ,ea1. I felt her warmness a, we miked. and she
would look al me wi1h cap1iva1ing eyes giving me all her anention. I knew Ms. S1onc
would be in a hurry. so I jumped righ1 in 10 the inlervicw.
Hilltop:Ms. Stone. when will a follow up album 10 your platinum hi1.
"Black Diamond" be released'?
Stone: Oh .. .1he first of1he year ... l say around March. That may seem like a long
time way. but I've been doing a 101 of things in between, I did a song on
Guru's album. and the sound1rack 10 Spike Lee's new movie. Bamboozled.
Hilhop: What other singers inspire you?
Stone: I love Yolanda Adams! Also. Bcny Wrigh1, Are1ha Franklin, Donnie Hath
away. all them folks (laughing)!
Hilllop: A lot of musicians are trying 10 iackle other forn1s of media. like television
and film. Do you have any plans of doing 1his in 1he fu1urc'?
S1one: Now you know i1's a funny 1hing you asked me that. Acwnlly. l just got
offered 10 do a cameo on 1he new show. "Girlfriends". on UPN. I've also
been on "Moesha". so it looks like rm heading in 1ha1 direction.

STONE
Hilltop: How did you gel perniission 10 do a co, er ot Sade', hit song. "Swee1es1
Taboo'"! She i, known 10 be ,1ric1 on letting other anbis sample her work.
Stone: fl may be hard for other artis1,. but ,he like, me (grinning). Actually it was
ea,y she liked what I did wi1h 1he song ,ind I didn't hnve to her a,k but
once.
Hi111op:Do you haw anv advice for Howard S1uden1, 1rying 10 break in 10 1he
industry·?
Stone: l 1hink I have endured for a long time . You have 10 have endurance and
pa1ience. You can'1 give up because wha1 you feel is your time. migh1 not
be 1he lime thm God ha, planned for )OU.
She continued to talk abou1 the importance of God and fai1h. Angie thanked me for
1he interview and made me promise 10 send her a copy. She invi1cd me backsiage 10
join in on 1he prayer with her band member,. and back up singers before they began.
Angie Stone blessed 1he audience that night with an ou1stnnding performance. She
looked so natural on ,wgc. and 1hc bond she has wi1h her band and background
vocalis1s wa, obvious. Stone ~ave 1hc audience a chance lo hear how talented her vocalists were by giving each one a ,olo. And them girb (Yolanda. Kimbn. and Karen) can
"sang"! Angie says. "Everybody deserves ai leasi one chance to pursue 1heir dreams,
and anyone 1hn1 meets Angie S1one know, that I will do all I can 10 give them 1ha1
chance." After her perfomrnnce Stone leaves quickly 10 catch a train 10 her next performance. Fan, ,warm bncks1age to ge1 pic1ures and au1ographs. she finds me in 1he
crowd and thanks me once again for the in1erview. kisses me on 1he cheek and disappears.

Omar Tyree's Flyy Girl Takes on Hollywood
Siarla Stiles
By Hilltop Staffwriler
Book Review: For the Love of Money
Grade: C

Hollywood, Hollywood
II makes you hurry up
only 10 slow back down
and wait
a green light
1ha1 may never come.
Limbo City. Bimbo Cily
This is what it feels like;
A ry1hmless poem
in need of a perk.
YET, infatuation,
An1icipa1ion
Call your name at nighl,
while you sleep walk
1oward lhe for1une
AND the fame.
Copyright 1998 by Tracy Ellison

In "For the Love of Money," Omar Tyree's 0yy girl
Tracy Ellison re1urns 101ake on Hollywood. However. her
comeback is binerswect. Gone is 1he adolescent 0yy
Tracy of yes1erday. 1he new Tracy (according 10 hersell)
is still Oyy, bu1 ,he's a woman now and she's ready 10
become a star.
After gradua1i ng from college and leach ing in
Philadelphia public schools. Tracy decides lhal there's
more 10 life than teaching someone else's kids. She has
bo1h her Bachelors and Ma~1ers degrees in English. so
she decides 10 move 10 Hollywood and try her hand as a
scriptwri1er.
When she arrived in Los Angeles. Ellison was in awe
of 1he way of life . .. II was like a s1yle less and faceless
nation whereanythinggoes. It made me feel 1hn1 LA was
a place where you could really be free and lei yourself
go;· Ellison commented 10 one of her friends upon her
arrival.

Ellison stays 1rue 10 her flyy girl form and in no 1ime
she has the whole Hollywood wriling industry wrapped
around her finger. She goes from writing classes to nssisrnn1 scriptwriter for a science fic1ion show. to head
scriptwriter for the same show. Ellison eveniually moves
on 10 wri ting movie screenp lays and finally 10
becoming 1he star actress she knows she was destined to
be.

Along the way. Ellison has to come to grips with her
past of being a ma1erialis1ic Oyy girl. In the novel. "Flyy
Girl'' is a book abou1 Ellison's life thal was published
years before she went to Hollywood. Ellison worries
abom her new friends reading 1he book and finding out
how wild ,he was in her adolescence. But. she
eveniually begins 10 use 1he book as a marketing tool to promote herself in Hollywood.
Overall. "Forihe Love of Money" is an interes1ing read
at best. Sequels are never as good as the original, so if
you expecting 10 read Flyy Girl 2 you're going 10 be
disappointed. Tracy Ellison is a new woman in "For the
Love of Money". gone are the days of love him. take him
for all he's got, and leave him.
In "For 1hc Love of Money''. Tracy is a socially
conscious black woman out 10 belier her race and earn her
srnron lhe Walk of Fame. She won'1 s1ep on anyone who
gc1s in her way and if there's an obstacle she conveniemly
finds a way around i1. Vic1or. the love of her life. in 1he
original "flyy Girl" is a non-issue because as Tracy says
in one of her poems. "Happily ever after is a fantasy 1ha1
will not come m,e unless the pages of the book stop iurning. But in real life 1he pages always iurn. so you ge1over
i1 and you keep reading."
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Jamie Foxx Bites
Back with Bait

By FINIE HUNTER
Hilltop Srnff Writer
Grade: B+ .

The Watcher

Movie: ''Into The Arms Of Strangers: Stories
Of The Kindertransport''

By Tl FFA1' Y DANEl,Lf. J ACKSON
Hilltop Slaff Wri1er
Grade: A·

Still sour about Jamie Foxx's last performance on
By VIVIENE ORGI
Universal Studios presents "The Watch•
1he big screen? Eviden1ly, co-starring wi1h Nia Long
Hilltop S1affWriter
er". a 1hriller about a manhunt for a psycho killer.
in "Held Up.. was a mistake. However. he definitely
He chases unknown young females all while teas•
Grade: A
redeems himself in the action-packed. comedy "Bait."
ing lhe FBI Agenl who has been trying to capture
Foxx stms a;, Alvin Sanders. an infamous shrimp thief.
him for five years.
For those of you who are not extremely familiar with from your parents or your child is something thal all
who finds himself en1angled in a web of wit and vice.
James Spader plays Joel Campbell, an FBI
of
us
can
rel
ale
to,"
said
writer/director
Mark
Jonathan
the Holocaust's effect on the lives of children who
The movie opens wilh Sanders and an acquaintance
agent
forced
out of his job because of a disability.
were separated from their families. it is imperative 1bat Harris. "The experiences of the Kinder are not any•
burglarizing the docks for jumbo shrimp. On the
Campbell
moves
to Chicago from Los Angeles to
you go see •·11110 The Arms Of Strangers: Stories Of where near as horrendous as those of the people who
other side of town, a team of four men are s1ealing
escape
the
case
that
he could not win; the case that
were
1aken
10
concentration
can1ps,
but
1hey
are,
in
The Kinderrnrnspon."
$42 million in gold from the US Treasury. At the same
rendered
him
disabled.
Chicago soon becomes 1he
some
ways.
much
more
familiar
to
all
of
us.
As Hitler ascended to power in 1933, the Nazis' anti•
lime 1ha1 Sanders and his cohon's scheme goes wrong
scene
of
the
murders
of
single females 1ha1 are
"As
extreme
as
their
experiences
were,
their
feelings
Semitic decrees gradually isolated the Jews of Ger;,nd the police are chasing them, John Jaster (Roben
reminiscent
of
the
murders
1hat Campbell investi•
of
loss
and
loneliness
are
something
we
can
all
commany and Austria. This made many parents. themPas1orelli) flees 1he scene of his crime wi1h 1he gold
galed
while
he
lived
in
LA.
After receiving the
prehend."
selves unable to escape, send their children away. As
bars after one of his acquainiance's kills 1wo mempho10
of
one
of
the
recently
slain women, Camp•
This
project
takes
a
different
path
than
many
films
the Nazi's forced emigration nine mon1bs before
bers of the 1eam. Both Sanders and Jas1er land thembell
recognizes
the
work
of
the
serial killer he purWorld War II staned. Britain conducted an extraordi- abou1 the Holocaus1 because it is not just abou1 the
selves in Riker's Island: Sanders is arrested for bursued
for
five
years,
played
by
Keanu
Reeves.
nary rescue mission, opening doors to more than Holocaust, Oppenheimer said. 'This film is about the
glary and Jas1er is charged with a DUI. For the nexl
Reeves·
character
followed
Campbell
to Chicago to
10,000 Jewish .German, Austrian and Czechoslovakia Jove, loss, survival. and memory; it's about parenls,and
couple of days. the last words of Sanders' cell mate.
force
him
back
into
his
ri1ual
of
murder.
To steer
children;· she said.
children.
as well as the illicit executions of New York's fine.,1.
Campbell
back
into
the
ri1ual,
Reeves'
charac1cr
It
took
decades
for
the
world
to
come
10
terms
wi1h
"Into The Arms Of S1rangers" is a documentary feadetermine the fate of his life. Before he dies from a
gives him the picmre of his victims and until 9pm
ture about the remarkable rescue operation and i1s dra- the Holocaust, a delayed reaction that hardly helped
heart attack while being questioned by Treasury
to find the woman and save her. Campbell joins the
the
children
of
the
K.indenranspon
to
confront
their
matic impact on the lives of the children who were
Depanment investiga1ors. Jaster ask Sanders to give
Chicago Police Department and FBI 10 find the
past.
Instead,
1hey
erected
barriers
agains1
the
pain
of
saved.
his wife a message that will ullimately, unbeknownst
women before the deadline. This leads into a city•
loss
and
separation
and
busied
themselves
building
These children or Kinder. as they came to be known,
to Sanders, lead her 10 the gold.
wide search for his ncx1 victims and a cat and
successful.
prosperous,
and
productive
lives.
When
the
were taken into foster homes and hostels in Britain.
After questioning Sanders and concluding thai he
mouse chase between Spader and Reeves.
first
Kindertranspon
reunion,
organized
by
Benha
Many
of
them
never
saw
1heir
families
again.
These
knows nothing, the inves1igatorsdecide 10 use him as
The passion and chemistry be1ween 1he
Levenon,
took
place
in
June
1989,
1he
media
began
are
stories
rarely
heard.
They
are
stories
of
the
courage,
bait to lure the killer and maslermind of the Treasury
two
ac1ors
is obvious. This isn't your 1ypical goodto
take
an
in1eres1
in
the
stories
of
the
refugee
children.
strength, resolve, and hope of the children who surheist into their cus1ody.
cop-trying-10-find-bad-guy
son of movie. The
Several
felt
as
though
it
was
someone
else's
pas1
tha1
vived.
Alvin Sanders is clueless about many 1hings-espe•
deplh
and
perspective
are
riveting
and hean poundwas
being
described.
Yet,
on
reflection,
some
of
the
From Mark Jonathan Harris, writer and director of
cially his role in luring lhe killer in10 the hands of the
ing.
It
also
reminds
us
how
we
don't
rnke 1he time
Kinder
began
to
understand
bow
the
tragedy
had
the Academy Award-winning film 'The Long Way
police. One cannot help 1he bitterness 1hat arises at
to
notice
anyone
or
anything
around
us
just for a
shaped
them.
These
child
survivors
struggled
10
make
Home" and Producer Deborah Oppenheimer, comes
the idea of 1he white man profiting at the black man's
moment.
We
simply
accept
things
and
go
about our
sense
of
their
experiences
and
to
in1egrate
1he
con1he heanbreaking, but inspiring account of the jourexpense. Sander's is struck senseless and injected with
business
wi1hout
looking.
flicting
aspects
of
1heir
childhood.
ney into the arms of strangers.
a device that allows the police to monitor his every
Wi1h liule flaws. this movie holds its own,
In a world in which children are still uprooted by war
One of the 10.000 children saved was Oppenheimer's
move and hear his every breath (similar to 1he radar
bu1
does
have small reminders of Reeves playing
mother. Like most of the Kinder, her mother's parents and genocide, the lessons of the Kindenranspon are
in "Enemy of the Staie"). Indeed. the plot thickens
another
Matrix
type of role. However. the violence
perished in the Holocaust. A successful producer for as imponant and relevant as they were si,ay years ago.
upon Alvin\ release from jail. After serving lime, the
is
scary,
not
typical.
surprising viewers with
·'Into
The
Arms
Of
Strangers:
The
Smries
Of
The
the hit series "The Drew Carey Show·• and president
idea of cuddling among 01her things. with a luscious,
Ree,·es'
successful
portrayal
of a villain.
Kindenranspon"
is
being
released
world-wide
by
of Mohawk Productions. a movie production compa•
soft, sensuous female, namely Lisa Hill (Kimberly
This
suspense
packed
thri ller with a blunt,
Warner
Brothers
Pictures.
More
information
can
be
ny, Oppenheimer's experience in ma.king the film
Elise). his girlfriend. prompts n friendly visit. Hill
but
nOI
disappointing.
ending
will
leave you on 1he
found
about
the
film
at
www.into1hearmsofswas a journey of discovery for herself and for many
attempts 10 act as if she has no interest in Sanders as
edge
of
your
seat
and
clenching
your
armchair. Bui
trangers.com.
The
film
is
currently
playing
in
area
theof the people she met along the way.
a mate anymore. Weakened and enticed by Alvin's
be
aware
1ha1
it
will
make
you
take
a
double
look
a,ers.
The experiences recounted by the Kinder and their
sweet, yet dumbfounded humor. they passionately
around
your
house
when
you
get
home.
paren1s
have
universal
resonance.
"Being
separated
resolve issues that lingered from their lasl mec1ing.
Jn1errup1ed by 1he raucous cries of an infant. Sanders
learns of his unclaimed role as a father.
Aware of his new sense of responsibility, Sanders
must straigh1en up and 0y right. He promises to get
a job and stay ou1 of !rouble. On 1he other hand. S1evie Sanders
(Mike Epps). Alvin's bro1her. serves as a cons1an1
.
_,
. •
reminder to Alvin that he will never change his past. L----- -- - - -- ----'--'-- - -~---- ---'--'-- -'------ - ------,~---'
Once a 1hicf, always a thief. Meanwhile. the Fed~ have
overheard Sanders· steamy night of passion and his
brother's plans to help him earn quick money by selling stolen goods. The police make two $5,000 deliveries in an attempl to keep Sanders from gening desperate for money. busted. or murdered. Ye1. 1he killer
follows closely on Sanders tracks 10 ensure his clear
cut pa1h 10 1he gold.
Usually, bait is eaten. however Alvin biles back. The
pl0l has a couple of 1wis1, as Sanders gives 1he cops By J0IINiW J, J0'IES
a ms1c of their own medicine. In the 119 minutes of Hilltop Staff Writer
non-siop action. Alvin manages to save his family.
find the gold, and obtain a nice portion of it. Of course
,....
the killer is murdered in 1he end. Altoge1her, "Bait"
was not one of the best. but definitely much beuer than Grade: D
FoXJC's worse.
Marvel Comic's renowned web-slinging, web-crawling
superhero. SpiderMan. swings to 1he PlayS1a1ion console in
the self-tilled video game from Ac1ivision. Inc.
SpiderMan, the first video game featuring 1he web-slinging
superhero, offers gamers 1he challenge of playing as one of 1he
most recognized superheroes of all 1ime. Wi1h the abilily to
web-sling. cmwl walls, and fighl evi l characters from the comic
book. gamers guide Spidey as he uses "Spider-Senses" to hattie mean villains.
The objec1ive of lhe game is for SpiderMan to utilize his superior strength and wi1 to rescue 1he innocen1 as 1hey help solve
a variety of puzzles and defeat old and new super villains alike.
Developed by Nevcrsof1 Entenainment, SpiderMan for 1hc
By PRt:NTESS 8URNf.Y
PlayStation features an original storyline thal leads players
Hilltop Staff Writer
through 34 grueling levels. From hair-raising police chases mid
all-out brawls wi1h liiard men 10 stealth missions. gamers batGrade: C+
tle through familiar SpiderMan comic book locations including lhe Daily Bugle, Times Square, and a New York bank.
COPIES - PRINTING - BINDING
"Star Trek Invasion" is a fas1 paced space shooter Swinging from place to place, SpiderMan ambushes enemies
1hal places you :II the controls of one the Star Fleet's from above and below. crawls on buildings, ceilings, walls, and
most advanced space ships. You are pilot Ensign Ryan anything else he can reach amid much fire from his rivals who
Cooper, a rookie fresh out of Star Fleet Academy and wish to extermina1c him.
you are assigned to Lieu1enant Commander Worf. 1he With stellar 3D full motion videos and a rich storyline at the
dude wi1h the nasty forche.'\d. Your mission is to fol- beginning of the game, the gamer would assume that SpiderWASHINGTON, D.C.
low a Borg craft and quail a possible war. All 1his Man offers smooth, easy-flowing game play. The game. however.
offers
extremely
difficult
game
play
that
becomes
very
while learning 10 be a leader in 1he Star Fleet. Sound
MCI CENTER - 7TH & DST. • 202-544-4796
frustrating. The game's action is top no1ch, but SpiderMan, at
easy enough?
times. leaves lhe players 10 find 1heir way through missions
204 MICHIGAN AVE NE• 202-232-7124
To prepare you for your upcoming intergalactic wi1hou1 guidance, causing the game 10 become very time conOpen 24 hours • www.kinkos.com • l-800-2•KINKOS • America Online• Keyword: Kinko's
war, you have the op1ion of completing a series of suming.
training missions that will give you a good look of While the graphics are excellent and 1he fight scene.-. are well
what is in store for you in your upcoming missions. developed. the flow and the length of the game make it almost
The downfall of these training missions is after a while impossible for any college student to invest enough time lo
I
4¢ BLACK & WHITE COPIES
I
!hey become rather confusing and boring, so unless defeat all of1he villains. With the priceof$39.99 in mos, stores,
( fttctM ,.1n· , I l' t,:i,rt.u ult•l«w. ,~,,._lldtd, bt.aek-•llf.whit, e~il, on 'flltlltt MM t. j,nt ,, tadl, u11r111 SO. Oft• b tltlih4 to OM I
SpiderMan
is
definitely
not
a
must
have.
you just feel the overwhelming need to go 1hrough
<iWP"fl Ptr cudOfflel. C1111om• 1n11,t re'Ueq\li.sl'i '1M!pon al u. . ot Pl'ldln,,Clu,-. ••J not bt t ~ and la~ valid .W.tOlff ,..,,at1,,
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training. skip it.
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I
To go in10 baule. you·re equipped wilh 10 different
I
VALID AT KINKO'S PARTICIPATING U.S. KINKO'S lOCATIONS ONLY.
I
weapons 10 mm your enemies into space dust. The
only catch is you will not find most of these weapons
AAD671_
EXP 1om,oo
until you gmduate 10 the advanced levels of play. Most
of these weapons only come with l 0 shots which isn ·,
I
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to lose makes the game ex1remely addictive. (Time
( twdl•M•. Pr~I• and SM'riet.l ory b'f'fou!JOI\ COllpoaYOid .ti.,, Jllf.tll•ittdo, mbldtd by law. No ttllt nh,i;t
I
afler time, I was blown ou1 of 1he sky, but conlinued
I
VALID AT KINKO'S PARTICIPATING U.S. KINKO'S lOCATIONS ONLY.
I
to hi1 play again with the glimmer of hope that I might
beat the game on 1he next try.)
1 AA0669
EXP 10131,00 1
"Srnr Trek Invasion" is a game for those that are
L----------------___ J
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ing a master pilot. I, for one, don't have that son of
0'2000 11.inko\,. ~ . Al flclitt fHIMd.
time, but to those who do, give "Invasion" a try.
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Engage
The Great White Hope: Legendary Heavyweight Steps Into the Arena
BY KAMIL J. HAZ~L
Hilltop Staff Writer
"Jack Jef{erson has just defeated Brady, the reigning world Champ!'" This
headline would read nonnally across the cover of any front-page magazine
or newspaper, except for the fact that Jack Jefferson is a Black man and Brady
is a white man. The year is 19 10 and the character Jack is surrounded in a
heap of controversy. From his tumultuous love affair with a white woman
named Elly to his exile across the seas.
'The Great White Hope" loosely follows the life and career of the legendary
Black heavy-weight champion of the world of boxing, Jack Jefferso,1. lls
racy issues of interracial relationships, religion, and racism hang heavily
throughout the play and tend to be a replica of what America is faced with
today.
The unsettling racial slurs of 11igger and coo11. and the harmful stereotypes
of blacks eating chicken and watennelon were pieces in the play that
brought 10 light the ignorance of an ideology that still exists today. The lead
character. Jack Jefferson, trying to escape his blackness by fighting to gain
the wealth of a white man, the white man's woman. and the white man·s

championship belt, paralleled the life of many Black athletes today.
Mahershala Karem Ali, a graduate of the Masters program at New York
University"s Tisch School of the Ans, played the fast talking, witty, and
extremely attractive Jack Jefferson. The cast as a whole was remarkably talented and a.ls<i, featured Howard University professor, Timmy Ray James.
Professor James plays the racist pig-headed Brady, the world champion who
is forced to come out of retirement to defeat Jack.
According to James, "The Great White Hope·· is extraordinarily imponant
because the issues that are dealt with in the play have not changed. James
displayed versatility as an actor by being able to take on the role of several
other characters in the play.
Molly Smith. the director of ''The Great White- Hope"', brilliantly casted
28 actors to fill the roles of 257 characters. This task was executed so well
that viewers hardly seemed to know the difference. "The Great White Hope"'
also featured the moves of another Howard professor, Mike Malone, who
served as the choreographer of the play.
''The Great White Hope'" runs until October 15th at the Arena Stage. The
Arena Stage offers discounted tickets for students and groups.

The Howard Legacy is Long Lost
By JOttNNY J. JONES
Hilltop Staff Writer
It"s amazing when you keep playing number 15 on Outkasrs Aquemini CD
at 3 in the morning and just think: you think about your life-what you·ve
done, what you should have done or oould've done differently and what you
shouldn"t have done. You also think about where you stand mentally. physically. spiritually, etc. Then you let the music play. There's aji11e line berween
love and /rate...
Repeat. As the song begins to play again. you meditate, thinking about how
things could be so much better; about how at times our lives may seem so hopeless: about how we, as a whole-a unity-can make a difference at Howard.
in Washington. DC, and in the world. Power./ have a c/roice to be who I wam
to be, it's all up to me...
I look around campus and I'm filled with grief because I see the ghosts of our
past, the impact that was made not too long ago by powerful youth on this
campus. Impacting America. having their youthful voices heard in the 50s.
60s, and 70s. I remember watching specials on PBS; Howard University stu•
dents with their dashikis on and afros growing from their domes-thinking
how brave they were to stand for something-equality.
Now, their voices have aged and no one has replaced them or attempted to
fan the fire they began. We walk around. divided. selfish, careless. and apathetic of our brothers and sisters. We ultimately stand for nothing besides our
shallow selves.
What would those mighty alumni think? Why? Why don·1 we care that the
great "Legacy"' that attracted a multitude of students to the Hilltop is, actually, dying rapidly? Protests and civil stances are naked while video game tournaments and raunchy shows are overcrowded. Shake r/rar load off. shake that
load off ..
It's not 100 late. We can make a break, disassociate ourselves from the sense
of separation that perseveres here among us. If we fail to inaugurate unity now.
when will we? When there's an emphasis placed on Historically in Historically Black College University? When the number of Blacks on campus great•
ly diminishes? Can·, worry• 'bout whaT a110T/rer broTher Think, cuz that's lib•
eration, and baby I walll it...
Surrounding this inner city campus is an inner city neighborhood: impoverished. yet bustling with opponunity. Aside from uniting on campus. some son
of bond must be established between Howard University students and the community. If you have ever been to one of the many elementary schools encompas~ing Nonhwest, those children look up to us Black college students the
same way they look up to Micheal Jordan, Vince. or Shaq. Just think of the
impact we can make on their lives. If Shaq possesses the ability to make those
children want to dunk a ball. think of how easy it would be to inspire numerous cager youths to continue their education and emulate what we·re doing.
I know God didn"I put us here at this school, in this neighborhood to just go

10 school and ignore the people who live literally next door.
Maybe you dido ·1 need an outside person to spend time with you. let you know
that there is hope in the world. or that you·re not confined to your surroundings: but numerous children in DC do. I think that"s why God placed us here,
to help those who feel helpless; to provide a sense of release to those grappling with confinement. Reaching out to our neighborhood will eventually
provide rewards that not only pay off here in Nonhwest. the city. or the '"area."
but the entire world. Keep your head to The sky. ..
And so I come back to campus. The song·s played about 12 times. The eyes
grow heavy. But so much more must be said. There's a fine line berween love
and haTe.. Love. where is it? They pass the cup and many drink it: Haterade.
is it in you? Unfonunately, we fail to consume the juice of hating. it consumes
us. We fail to realize. however. that when we hate our fellow brothers or sisters. we inevitably hate ourselves. Every time you call a female out of her name.
you also defame every female in your family: equally. that brother you call
wonhless comes from the same place as your physical brother or father. We ·re
one. Therc·s no way of getting around that.
When we realize that our seeds sprout from the same field, our chickens from
the same nest. all things that we long for will reveal themselves to us. Unity
must exist. however. if we are to reap the benefits. Ask yourself. do you really want Howard's legacy as an enormous force in Black America to die (ifs
on life suppon)? Can we continue to do nothing as our family. our neighborhood continues 10 deteriorate and die around us? Can we allow ourselves to
continue to squander in our own vale of hopelessness? Shake thaT ioad off.
shake that load off ..
Howard University. we have to shake off the load of excessive self-indulgence.
the egotism. the ostracism. segregation. and whatever else which hinders us
from being one body. unified. We nee.d us as one more than anything else right
now.
It's about 4:30 am. The eyes are even heavier. The body slowly grows weary.
The music continues. while the mind wanders and wonders. Where do we go
from here? Do we go to sleep. or do we take action? My father told me nothing comes to a sleeper. but a dream; and sometimes that"s a nightmare! Wake
up. / don 'r wa11110 be alone...
Jol11111y J. Jones is a Sophomore Broadcast J0tir11alism major from New
Orlea11s, LA. He ca11 be comacred at joh11888l@yahoo.com.

Arts Briefs
Don't be the Inst to see Norman Rockwelrs best-known pictures from
around the country in "Norman Rockwell: Pictures for the American
People'" at Corcoran Gallery of An, 500 17th SI. NW through September 24. This exhibit features 322 of Rockwel l's covers from 'The Sat•
urday Evening Post," drawings, photographs, and memorabilia including his inspirational series. The Four Freedoms. Freedom of Speech.
Freedom of Worship. Freedom from IVam, and Frudom from Fear.
Tickets for the exhibit are $ 10 Monday • Friday. S12 on weekends.
Call 202-639-1700.
Foreign mm fans can enjoy two free shows at the National Gallery of
An - East Building Auditorium. Fourth Street at Constitution Ave, NE.
Showing on September 23 at 3 pm, "Viridiana," directed by Luis
Bunuel, is the story of a naive nun whose charity is taken for granted.
"Flowers of Shanghai," directed by Hou Hsiao--hsien. looks at the legal
brothels of Shanghai and China's unique past. "Flowers of Shanghai'"
is showing September 24 at 4:30 pm. Tickets for both free films are
available on a first-come, first-serve basis.
Call 202-842-6799.

lt the silky sounds of jazz is what you Like. Zanzibar Jazz Ensemble
performs September 26 and 27 at 7:30 pm at Zanzibar on the Waterfront. 700 Water St.. SW.
Call 202-554-9100.
-Compiled by Gi11ger Ski,mer

Submit Poetry
_to Ginger at
806-6866

-

Endangered Species

I Don't Mind Loving You
Oen1le man or one love

I don"1 mind loving you
You who will guide me and cover me
Feed me and clothe me with your wis-

dom
I don"t mind loving you
Wonder Full man
I don't mind loving you
You who sec me break me builds me

Teaches me Instructs me kneads me
I don"t mind loving you
Extra Ordinary Man
I don·1 ntind loving you
You who humble 1he pride expose the
stumble

Why is me Man
I love loving you
You who know me and s1ilJ love me

Vowed and tied to me
I love loving you
Chrbt in Me Man
I believe in loving you
You who searched for me found me
Longed for me and sought God about
me
I believe in loving you- and you loving
me
A subject untouched by 1he righl people

No one sees what I see. rm just a young Black male. an endangered
species
So many snares, so many traps. so many obstacles ,n which 10 get
caught.
Be a man. stand up for yourself is the lesson that I was taught.
But as I stand here in the hood. the ghetto, my haphazard place of residence
The fact that other brothers want to test my MANHOOD becomes evident.
Just the other day, I happened to bump shoulders with a man of my
own color.
He didn ·1 say excuse me but he pushed me ... so I had to swing on the
muthaf"*ka!
Or did I...?

I can't mind loving you

and fondled by the wrong people. People don"t like to talk about loving olhers
because II goes deep into their fears of
being left. let down. and lost. I know
because I avoided the subject. I hun
others because I was afraid they would
hun me. I did not trust them. I shut out
loved ones because if they ever got too
close I would be auached and then they
would leave. I was damaged and I did

Art is his tick mnn

not even know it. I did not know truly
how 10 love. 1minded loving.

However the fact of the matter is, that I had to put

But now I don't ntind loving. Being
free in Christ broke the chains of unforgiveness and doubt. It washed away the
past hun and fear. Loving my husband
before he gets here is one way 10 guar-

books

Admits the pain glorifies the rain seizes

1he day
I don·t nund loving you
Courage Us Man
I can't ntind loving you
You who speok well walk tall
Loves oll aids falls

I can't mind loving you
You who paint scenes draw words

Sketches em01ions delivers life
l can't mind lo\1ing you

War I. or-Man
I can"t mind loving you
You who control home provide care
Responds quick paces the sick
I can·, mind loving you
Passion l ate Man
I love loving you
You who respond 10 me talk to me
Listens to me Hears me

I love loving you
Trust I sing man
I love loving you
You who sit with n,e walk with me
Embraces me soothes me

I love loving you

If! let another man push me in the chest and I do not retaliate, that
makes me a punk
doesn"t it?
Therefore in order to sustain and maintr.in my MANHOOD, punching
him was the right thing to do
wasn·1 it?
down my
up his a..
In order to put my foot
While the whole time the clock ticked as I squandered time that was
reserved for class.

:mtcc a prosperous marriage. I am

preparing myself emotionally for the
one I won't mind loving. It is nol being
consumed 10 a point that I don't or can"t
think for myself. Not at all. It is just a
respect factor. I respc<:t God for creating me. so I will respect my mate who I
share life with. So my question 10 you
is. "Are you or is someone minding lov-

As I put foot to a•• and fist to jaw
I never did pause to think about the cause ...
We as a people rising
We as a people rising from slavery
We as a people rising from apanheid
We as a people rising from genocide

ing or loving your
Aurellia C. Anderson is a junior Psychology major from Sacramento, Caliromia. She can be contac1ed at aurelliaa@hotmail.com.

Lord please Forgive those who are enslaved by the shackles of mental
bondage.
Lord please Forgive those who choose violence over knowledge.
No one sees what I see, J"mjust a Black male. an endangered species ...

No problem ends where it begins. most problems of this type generally
ascend.
A week later my foe returned with :t friend
and this time. regarding the a•• whooping. I w,LS on the receiving end.
So this cypher continued. week to week w:is born yet another viscous
interlude
I went and got my friends. he went and got his friends
Until somebody show~d up with a g-u-n.
Everybody knows you c:tn't go toe to toe with a man who"s got a gun
So the only way to contend is to go and get you one.
Never have I declared myself smaner than any man walking through
any door.
But if I gotta gun
He gotta gun
They gotta gun
And you gotta gun?
Ain"t that the sh** that Webster calls war?
And if everyday brothers in the street are dying
And if every night mothers in their homes arc crying
Ain't that the sh** Webster calls war?
If rm in a war. does that then make me a soldier•
Do I need to put on fatigues and start yelling ·'Nigga. I thought I told
ya?""
Or does it meant that I am a mental missionary
Casting aside clouds of colored catastrophes
So that I can become a visionary?
So we can STOP using bullets and guns for destmclion
And START USING BOOKS AND KNOWLEDGE FOR CONSTRUCTION.

The Hilltop. Dare to be
heard.
rite for your campus
Newspaper. 806-6866
•
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McKenzie to Address Convocation Today
From CONVOCATION, Al

timore public school.
McKenzie also adds published author to her list of
accomplishments. In 1996,
her first book, "Not Without A
Struggle," was published by
United Church Press. The
book, in its third printing,
analyzes female leadership in
four different cultures and
religions. It has the "Ten

Leadership Commandments
for Women;' a special leadership counsel for AfricanAmerican females.
McKenzie is a former print
and broadcast journalist. She
worked as a reporter for The
Arizona Republic in Phoenix
and was corporate vice president of programming for
WJZ-TV in Baltimore.
McKenzie has received
several awards. She received
a letter of commendation

from the United Nations High
Commission for Refugees
acknowledging Payne Memorial's support of the Love
Baton Project for Liberian
women and children in
Ghanaian refugee camps.
McKenzie was named one of
Ebony magazine's "1S Greatest African-American Female
Preachers" and named to the
magazine's "Honor Roll of
Great African-American
Preachers."

Officials Hope New Lot will Ease Parking Congestion
From PARKING, Al
Bethune Annex, where she
lives. She didn't expect parking to be such a problem.
"I attempted to do the parking lottery, but they were
unable to offer me anything
close to my dorm," Jones said.
The story is similar for
sophomore radio Television
and film 'l!ajor, Creighton Lee.
Lee paid the $60 fee for one
semester. He was given a spot
at the 9th and V Street lot. "I
felt that I should have had priority over other students since
I paid for a parking space and

just wanted to switch."
Rushdan said the new lot is
complete but there are not
lights. The lot will officially
open Monday, Rushdan said.
Rushdan advises that even
though the lighting will be
added, students should continue to take certain precautions when parking on campus. "People should try to
travel in pairs. [They should]
use Metro and the Metro shuttle. It helps with safety;• he
said.
There are certain areas on
campus where students were
able to park without being

fined last year.
However, once students
returned to campus there were
new parking signs posted by
the city. City officials were
unavailable for comment.
Rushdan credits the new
parking spaces to the help of
the Physical Facilities Management office and contends
that the work of the parking
office staff made a lot of the
parking spaces happen. He
said that the demand was initiated by students, but Chief
Operating Officer, Thomas J.
Elzey, had a hand in creating
the parking lots.
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NIVERSITY
OOKSTORE

WWW.BOOKSTORE.HOWARD.EDU

THE FIRST ANNIVERSARY OF THE HUB!
BEGINNING TODAY THROUGH FRIDAY,
SEPTEMBER 29, 2000
20% OFF ALL GENERAL BOOKS
PIGSKIN PAYOFF IS BACK!
Celebrate the return of football season with the
HUB! For every Bison touchdown, the HUB will
reward customers with a 5% discount on regular
priced HU apparel and gifts.
Discount not to exceed 20%. This offer may not be combined with any other
discounts or promotions. Valid game day through the following Wednesday.
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(202) 238-2640
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www.bookstore.howard.edu

SISTER
SOUWAH
Join us to celebrate our 60th author event as rap
artist, community activist, and author, Sister
Souljah, signs copies of her best selling novel
The Coldest Winter Ever.

FRIDAY,SEPT.22,2000
3-5 P.M.

;

ONLY AT THE HUB!
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for college students' to .
_!e ClickRadio
.. on and around campus. ,
Passion for music, ·. '· ·
marketing & cool .
iechnology

necessary.'

Send resume to\:,, ·
interns@clickradio.com
WWW.CUCKRROIO.com .•

It doesn't take a lot to make a

big difference.

W"E GOT THAT FIRE!
... . . . B ut his w o r d w a s il'l m ine h e art as a b urni n g fire shut up i n m y

bon es . . . " J eremia h 20:9

Howard University Community Choir
Th o m as K. P ierre. J r .• D irector

for os little os $1.00 per week - less thon the price of one cup
of coffee - you con buy about o week's supply of milk for 48
preschool children. Or provide food for one f om1ly for one week.
Or mony other wonderful, coring things. Through United Woy of
the Notronol Capitol Area, your contribution really con make o
difference rn our community.

Caring About What You Care About
2000 United Woy Campaign of the Notional Capitol Rreo
www un1ledwoynco.org

P1·esents a

~~CK TO SCHOO~

JOY NIGHT SERVICE=
Friday, September 22, 2000
7 : 30 P.M.
Andre""W Rankin Memorial Chapel
Ho""Ward University
Main Campus
2395 Sixth Street, N.W.
Washington, D .C.
Ad.tnission is free - Jesus paid it all
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TOWN MEETING
H. PATRICK SWYGERT
President

invites

I

All Howard University
students
to join him in a
discussion regarding
University issues
Tuesday, September-26, 2000
7:00 P.M. -8:30 P.M.
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
AUDITORIUM

ALL ARE WELCOME!
/
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Hilltopics
teta i'hi lleta Si!hlrll)', Inc., Alph•
tha~let itt totljUhclioll \vllh the
Wa,lliliglo11 lll?<lhh Center i•

AJI HILLTOPICS
are due, paid in full,
the Tuesday before
publication date.
Announcements by
campus organizations
for meetings, seminars or nonprofit are
charged as individuals advertising for the
purpose of announcing a service, buying
or selling are charged
$5 for the first 20
words and $1 for
every additional five
words. Local companies are charged $10
for first 20 words and
$2 for every 5 words
thereafter. Personal
ads are $2 for the first
10 words and $1 for
every additional 5
words.

ANNOUNCEMENT
WANT TO OWN YOUR OWN
BUSINESS?
Join the ENTREPRENEURIAL
SOCIETY
meetings EVERY TUESDAY
5-6 PM
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
ROOM548
· more info: email
aesandy@rocketmail.com
or call Anika 352-1484.

'l)t\"~nttl! a nlotlO ORIVE.
Wll,"i Fridtly. Sqjll!lltb..- 2'1), iOOO
Wkete, ill11cl<butt1 iteaJi"i Lollt111<
timt, Noon lo 3:!ll \Jln
~l~t Up l\lr afl t\pp<)ltt\ml!lll Ori tlw
lihiillld lloor l)t nladillllhl lhllti 9121
lo '1)1}8. Wahc--11\s an! o\,;o \\'l!k-omc.
Join the Arts & Sciences Senior class
council for our first Meet and Greet.
Sept. 28th, Blackbum Center
at 7 pm.

Z,-1\\ lli,i tl.!la Sot\\Hly. lnc., Alpha
Cho\>h.'l" ts e~ing donations r<lr
\ht Stele\,
\\'t1lk \\hicli \vill 11\ke
p\ac,e "OIi 'stllllr\lay, "S~ffllb..'1" 30,
2000. The \\'Olk Mil ~In tn front of
"o'wllrd \;n!Wr'slli' Hl)5\\llat fo
\tontl\e; \isl! \he filood briVe iign Iii>

c~,,

tt\lle oo 11;, gr00i\d lioor or
i\le&\;\lm "Q\\ w..~ay, Sti}iffllber
J7\li 'oi" TIIIIMlay. 's~llittber 28\h.
Help point a kid in the right
direction. Come to the America·s
Promise Interest meeting.
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Phi Sigma Pi National Honor
Fraternity, Inc., Alpha Tau Chapter
presents Formal Rush
Monday, Sept. 25th @ 7: I6 pm in
Blackbum Forum.
Business Attire Requested
Pony t\ II Day
Georgia Avenue Back to School
Festival
Saturday, September 30th
Noon-6pm
on Georgia Ave bin Euclid &
Columbia Streets.
FREE SCHOOL SUPPLIES,
cntcrtninmen1. food. games nnd
giveaways. For more info. call
Sinclair @ 202-332-6873
or Anika @ 202-352-i484.
This is a party for the whole family
by NUENS and the NVBA.
The Ladies of Alpha Chapter
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.
present. ..
Georgia Avenue Clean-up Day
Saturday, September 23, 2000.
Meet 8:45am in front
of the West Towen..
NCNW
Krispy"Krclllc Ool\~t Sale
Sept. 27th and Sept. 29th

STUDENTS, FACULTY, STAFF
Top Prices Paid For Used and
Unwanted Textbooks.
Will Resell Value.
Taj Book Service
(202) 722-070 I or outside (202),
1-800· 223-TAJO.

SPECIAL K SERVICES
Braids. Cornrows, Natural Hairstyling,
Eyebrow Arching. and Make-up
Consultations
House Calls!
INEXPENSIVE, QUALITY WORK

satisfaction Guaranteed
(202) 723-4707 or (202) 592-7032.
Em. Appts.
Pre-Paid PHONE CARO: S10.00
Will come to you. Call Janet at
301-308-0321.
Yaa's Mankosa's African Hair
Braiding Sef\ ice
Convenient Hou~e & Dorm Visits
Best Prices In Town

Call for appointment
(202) 258--8268
or
(202) 234-3047.
Student Prices:
The Looies of Alpha Chapter
Human Hair Micro- S120
Delta Sigma Thc1a Sorority, Inc.
Individual Braids Shoulder Length•
present
Sll0
Woman to Woman Conference
Bob- S I00
¼ luntccr Interest Meeting
Dread Locks- SJ0
Monday, September 25, 2000
Pixie-S l20
7 pm
Pinnut- $70
1-----Loc
_ a_1_
io_n _on_ F1_ycrs
_ 1_ _~ Senegalese 1\vlst- S 130
Yarn- S130
There ARE more than 10 people
Casamas ( Phat Braids)- S100
from
B-morc
,
f at Howard.
B .
And more...
Scc ,or yourscl at the a1llmore
Stylist Professionall) Trained in
Club interest meeting.
West Africa (Ghono)
Mon. 9ns @ 7 pm
''I do your hair right the first time"
Douglass Hall Rm. 143
Pric-es do 001 include hoir.
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CA P CITY
Negro League Collection
World's Freshest Bascb.,il Caps
(202)722-070 I or
outside DC 1-800-223-8250

National Council of Negro Wom<:o
Membership Dri,·e
Blackbum Lower Level
Wednesday, Sept. 27-Friday, Sep!. 29

The Most Noble Lords of
Fraternity, Inc., seta chapter,
present orother to orother Youth
Conference Volunteer M""ting at
9:30 pm, DOH Rm. 126.
Come volunt""r for a good cause.

"Phil(v. PhillJ; is wher(' I am from.··
Philly Club Interest Meeting
Monday, September 25, 2000
Douglass Hall Rm. 143
7:00 pm

SERVICES

. Call to Chapel
• sexuaI Awareness (\"
,,est
oallroom)
. ••African Origins of
Civilization·· ( Blackbum Reading
Lounge @ 7:06 pm)
• Annie Singleton, alack
Woman Appreciation Day (Hilltop
Lounge)
• NAACP Voter
Registration (I Iii hop Lounge)
- Social (TBA)
• Community Service
A lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgendered group is being stancd on
campus. In order 10 be officially
recognized by the university, we
must submit a constitution and signed
petition to Student Activities. We
need only seven more signatures. If
you are interested in reviewing the
constitution and signing lhc petition.

ICON RECORDING STUDIO. THE
NAME SAYS IT ALL. 32
MACKIE, MOTU2408, TRITON,
24TRACK ADATS, ALESISBEC,
MASTERLiNKCDR, CAKEWALK
SOFTWARE, MPC2000XL.
LANDOVER HILLS, MD.
J0t-306-6998. 20 MINS FROM
CAMPUS.

reps. For more infonnation,
email us (al phithair@laol.com.

-Cams

The new saying for 2000
and beyond:
Turning Grapes Into Gold
Strawberries Into Silver
Pineapples into Platinum

Shout out> to Keri, Courtney. Al,
Stoney. Scolly. All the REAL card
players and all the true folks from
fn.-shman year, stay real.
-Camille
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Wanted! Spring Breakers! Cancun,
Bahamas. Jamaica, & Florida. Call
Sun Coast Vacations for a free
brochure and ask how you can organize a small group & Eat, Drink,
Tra\'el Frte & Eorn Cash! Call I•
888--777-4642 or email

'!)~ "
S""44/f. Sq,u..,/(J< 24, 2000
3.-()() 'P}I(,

7k'l!.U,,,

solesra:suncoas1voeation!. com
Spring Break! Deluxe Hotels,
Reliable Air. Free Food, Drinks. and
Panies! Cancun. Jamaica, Bahamas.
Mazatlan. & Florida. Tl"B\'tl Free and
Earn Cash! Oo it On the Web! Go 10
StudentCity.com or call
800-293-1443 for info.

~ Avenue lleantn
'Quality Cleaning for Our '4mnmity'

WANTED ..• Energ<llc Students to
work "ith kids. Needed to lead fun
science activities for kids in elemen•
tary schools and at B-day parties.
Experience working with kids a plus.
Mu,t Hart A Car, Flexible PT posi•
tions available. Science
background not required.
P~id training. S25 + per program.
Mad Science 301-924-6767.

gua,ede.~
.N(JU}, Cluaif,a6te
20% Discount on Alf Prepaid Dry Cleaning

PERSONALS

Dry Cleaning ♦ Expert Tailoring ♦ Shoe Repair
C:>p~r, SL.Jr,c::l~y:sl 11

Wd<iomc Home, Soron!
uwc, Al:IVillk 52
42,A-00

Welcome home, Quod
7-A-00, 3~-A-00. O-A-00

Bela is in my Blood
To Lois Lane:
You are appreciated more than you
,viii ever know. Our friendship means
the world to me.
-Clnrk Kent
HAPPY BIRTHDAY ASHAK I!
Love,
Shannon & The Crew
We L0\'e You Girl
'l"haill<yc,utio die lad~'Who..Ut~
theiF,dhril., kic'Orcam'.$o;Jlill hi>ililll

lby~

please send an e mail to

To the crew: If you used to get
down with the 707 parties in 97-98,
or the 207 panics in 98-99. stick
around 1herc arc more
to come from 936.

To the swim team. Y'all look good
in the first t,, o weeks. Keep it up.
- Winnie the Pooh, the mannger

Tutors needed in ,\lath, English, &
Science for Grades 1-12.
Candidates should be at least a junior
in their undergraduate studie-s.
Graduate students preferred. Schedule
is flexible but includes Saturdays and
Sundays. Candidates must be motivated with a dc,irc 10 c11rich the education
of these students.
\\'ill pay S10.50 per hour.
For details, call (202) 291-0912.

SPRING BREAK 2001
Jamaica, Cancun. Florida. Barbados.
Balulmas. Now Hiring Campus Reps.
Earn 2 Free Trips. Free Meals... Book
by Nov. 2nd. Call for FREE info pack
or visit us on•line sunsplashtours.com
1-800-426-7710

DOLCOM company nc;:ds campus

I love all y'all- llerc's your shout
out. There's more to come.
The I lonorory Member
•Camille

Wanted
Delivery drivers. customer service
associates, marke1ing/proino1ions manager. Flexible hours.
Gcorgin Avenue Klcancrs. Inc.
2626 Georgia Ave., NW
Across the strc,:t from the School of
Business. Apply in person.

HELP WANTED

"Hats in the Belfry, Georgetown and
Old Town Alexandria. nec-ds sman.
responsible sales associates for
fulllchailcnging work. Advancement
to assistant manager possible. Please
call Yvonne at 202-342-2006 or
Patricia at 703-549-2546:·

Tu the'Plement Squad· It's All Good.

WANTED OUTGOING. ENER·
GETIC, INDIVIDUALS FOR FUN
PRODUCT SAMPLING
CLUB/STORE PROMOTIONS. PART
TIME AND GOOD PAY.
SHERAY PROMOTIONS.
202-216-2191.
The Hilltop is in immediate need of
administrative suppon. To apply.
please sign up for an interview at
Student Activities bin the hours of
9-Spm no later than
Wed., Sept. 25th, 2000.
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The \.lost Noble Lords of
Fraternity, Inc. o,ta Chapter
will like to thank everyone who supported our 9'\CK TO SCHOOL
PAJAMA JAM.

blagosah@yahoo.com. All signatures are confidential.
ATTENTION STUDENTS:
The Department of Alumni Relations
invites you to P3rticipate in the first
infonnation session for the
HOWARD UNIVERSITY
STUDENT ALUMNI CROUP
Wednesday, September 27th, 2000
6:00 pm
Howard Center, 8th Floor Conference
Room
Membership Benefits,
• Meet Alumni
• Networking Opportunities
• Career & Professional Development
• Community Service
• Leadership Opponunitics
• Student•Alumni Activities
(Refreshments will be ser"td)
For more infonnation, please call
Andrea Carroll @ 806-6019.

i.tia'wdle119dlrual..-..ri~

(202) 265-9080
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Phi Sigma Pi National Honor
Fraternity, Inc., Alpha Tau Chapter
presents Meet Night
Friday, Sept. 22nd@ 7:16 pm
in Blackbum Forum
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FOR RENT

l'!!lc!l. tl!!!Ji Cli/~'!ti.~ ~~ ln~ ri,i~

I BR for rent available 10/1. WO,
Heat. AC, 1-112 Bath, Disposal, I 0
minute walk to campus. Call Nancy
202-439-2426.

2626 Georgia A\eoue N.W.
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SERVERS

*

BARTENDERS

* BUSSERS

HOSTS

We offer flexible schedules,
weekly paychecks, day one insurance,
opportunities for advancement, meal
discounts, credit union and stock purchase.

Apply in Person
712 7th Street, Washington, DC 20001
Across from the MCI Center
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